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Newcomers and established professionals spend countless hours on financial deriva-
tives valuation and decision making rules that enable them to earn superior returns 
from the financial markets. With the lowering cost of fast computers, it is possible 
to build nonlinear multivariate statistical model which can potentially capture the 
high dimensional, noisy models. Non-parametric modeling is found to be useful 
which requires less restrictive assumptions about them. Although non-parametric 
modeling gives the advantage of flexibility and high modeling capacity, however, 
extra care should be taken in the accuracy of model estimations and stability. This 
thesis presents a neural network called the Correlation Basis Function (CBF) Net-
work and also the corresponding learning algorithm. Novel algorithms using CBF 
network are proposed to build a trading system which predicts the up-turn and 
down-turn of stocks. The trading system is found to have better "paper trad-
ing" profitability than the trading system built with the Radial Basis Function 
(RBF) networks and/or traditional technical analysis. Applications on the area 
of financial derivatives are described, including warrant sensitivity and valuation; 
and warrant trading system based on warrant sensitivity ajid valuation. Some 
comparisons between our proposed warrant trading system will be compared with 
the system built by using the analytical Black-Scholes pricing formula. Finally, 
some theoretical analysis on the proposed CBF network and other models are 
included to evaluate how these models behave in a noisy environment or in an 
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3.2 A short period of stock price normalized to the range of [0,1] with 
window size of 5. More descriptions on the normalization will be 
presented in Chapter 4.2. m is the center of one of the hidden layer 
neurons, in our system which is the pattern trying to be identified 
for a stock price turning point. If the number of hidden neurons is 
set to 5，this means the system tries to find out 5 stock price turning 
point patterns. The norm distance between m and x is 0.75. It is 
the same for m and y. The correlation coefficient between m and x 
is 0.4213 which is calculated by ^ ( x 一 m)^(x — m) but the corre-
lation coefficient between m and y is 0.8018 which is calculated by 
(EL i ^''-^t''^^)/{(EU yP^)iEU V ^ ^ ) ) . I f x is taJcen 
as an input and m is taken as a centroid in a CBF network and a 
RBF network, the value of the exponential part of a CBF network 
is higher than a RBF network because the correlation coefficient of 
X and m is higher than the norm distance between x and m. This 
is an intention to find a measurement which gives a better "visual 
likelihood" between two patterns. The similarity between m and y 
is higher than m and x if the people consider from the likeliness of 
the patterns. The y axis of all diagrams represent the normalized 
values of stock price patterns 30 
4.1 Weekly price of HSBC (0005), Hang Seng (0011), Cheung Kong 
(0001) will be used for our simulation. The data is from April 1， 
1988 to November 15, 1996 in which there are approximately 433 
weeks. In the experiments of the following sections, weeks 0 to 249 
(April 1，1988 to Maxch 1，1993) will be used for training and weeks 
250 to 433 (Maxch 4, 1993 to November 15，1996) will be used for 
testing. (All unspecified dollar unit for the following sections are 
Hong Kong Dollar) 37 
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The investment game is changing vigorously. And the investment markets become 
an unyielding battleground. Making profits in investment markets is not an easy 
game. Investors would, therefore, make use of every possible method to have a 
better prediction. 
In the past, investors had accurate prediction and earned enormous profit by 
the use of technical indicators. However, due to the widespread of technical indi-
cators, many people think that the effectiveness and the power of these indicators 
are diminishing (Efficient Market Theory) [18]. In fact using them as a prediction 
for buy and sell is even worse than the Buy & Hold strategy.^ At present, many 
brilliant investors such as Warrant Buffet and Peter Lynch have proved that Buy 
& Hold of valuable stocks is the best way to win. In a nutshell, the Buy k Hold 
strategy is much better than using technical indicators. 
In fact, some people are looking for other alternatives superior than the buy 
& hold strategy to earn more profit. 
They spent years researching methods that workbest in each major market. 
The target is to have a superior financial prediction system that makes big money 
with relative little risk. 
Nowadays, the computational power of computers are getting higher and te-
dious mathematical computation and analysis are possible. Investors are now 
iBuy k hold means buy a "good" stock and hold it for a long time. 
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using computers to find a good financial prediction system by the combination of 
analytical and multivariate non-parametric approaches. 
Some people researching time-series prediction will make use of AutoRegres-
sive Moving Average (ARMA) proposed by Box k Jenkins [20], and variations 
of ARMA proposed by others. Many connectionists proposed the use of neural 
networks for financial prediction [34], [35]. Some get a certain degree of success 
21]，[37], but some cannot get promising result [24 . 
Apart from the research in time-series prediction, there are people doing re-
search on the valuation of financial derivatives. There are numerous researches 
on valuation of options and futures; hedging strategies in the literature. The 
Black-Scholes pricing formula is a classical formula for valuation of European op-
tions. There are many Black-Scholes variants which can value different kinds of 
options and these variants have less assumptions on the model. These models can 
therefore, model more realistic and noisy data. 
There are numerous neural network financial applications, including credit rat-
ing, analyzing financial health of organizations, bankruptcy prediction, mortgage 
assessment, prediction, Initial Public Offering (IPO) pricing, derivative hedging, 
etc.. Of these applications, some report to have certain extent of success but 
others do not have significant result. This thesis presents research on building an 
equity trading system, warrant valuation and trading strategy. The contributions 
are listed below. 
1.1 Summary of Contributions 
The contributions of the thesis are summarized in the followings: 
1. We propose the Correlation Basis Function (CBF) Network and derive the 
corresponding learning algorithm. 
2. We build a trading system using 2 CBF networks and a combining net-
work. Some trading simulations are performed to test the profitability of 
8 
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the system. 
3. We use CBF network for valuation of European options and covered war-
rants. We have built trading systems using Black-Scholes formula, CBF net-
work valuation system, warrant sensitivity and hierarchical CBF network. 
Simulations of warrant trading are performed and the results are evaluated. 
4. Some theoretical analysis axe studied for some existing models and our pro-
posed CBF network. The existing models and the CBF network axe evalu-
ated by memory complexity, computational complexity, model and predic-
tion confidence; and model stability. 
1.2 Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 2 gives a brief review on what 
other researchers are studying on time series analysis. The ideas of Statisticians, 
financial researchers and computer scientists are reviewed. Chapter 3 consists 
of 3 sections. Section 3.1 introduces CBF network architecture and formulation. 
Section 3.2 gives a first order learning algorithm for the CBF network. Section 3.3 
gives a brief discussion on CBF network. Chapter 4 discusses a proposed trading 
system architecture and evaluates the performance. Section 4.2 presents how the 
stock data is pre-processed and post-processed. A trading system consists of 2 
CBF networks and 1 Combining network is presented in Section 4,3. The working 
principle will be described in Section 4.4. Several listed stocks in Hong Kong will 
be used for our simulation of trading. The performance of our simulation will be 
presented in Section 4.7. In Chapter 5，some backgrounds of the warrants and 
their trading simulations are presented. Because of the similarities of warrants 
and options, the option model is introduced in Section 5.1 and the warrant model 
is introduced in Section 5.2. Chapter 5.3 presents a formula, Black-Scholes pricing 
formula for valuation of European options. Section 5.4, 5.5 shows how different 
trading systems based on different models are built and Section 5.7 evaluates the 
9 
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results. Chapter 6 will discuss different models from the theoretical view. Finally, 
Chapter 7 gives a conclusion of the thesis. 
10 
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Current Methods and Problems 
In this chapter, problems and related researches will be presented. In Section 
2.1, a review of statisticians' methods in tackling time-series prediction will be 
discussed. In Section 2.2，different views of financial researchers on the time-
series prediction or market direction prediction will be presented. In Section 2.3, 
computer scientists' approaches will be introduced. Finally, Section 2.4 will give 
a survey on other research topics on finance using non-parametric approaches. 
2.1 Statisticians 
2.1.1 ARMA 
AutoRegressive Integration Moving Average (ARIMA) is a time-series forcasting 
model proposed by Box G. E. P., Box and G. M. Jenkins [20]. First we have some 
reviews of the Moving Average and Autoregressive model. 
2.1.1.1 Moving Average models 
If the output zt of a model is linearly dependent on q previous input observations, 
where t is time, Xt-q is the g-th observation before now, 0“ i = 1，... ,q are the 
weight parameters, then zt is defined by: 
11 
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zt = xt - 9iXt-i - 02Xt-2 9gXt-g (2.1) 
It is called a Moving Average (MA) process of order q. A backward shift 
operator B and forward shift operator F are defined by : 
Bzt = zt-i (2.2) 
Fzt = zt+i (2.3) 
Hence 
B^zt = zt-k (2.4) 
An MA operator of order q is defined by 
Og(B) = 1 — 9iB 一 92B^ 9gB^ (2.5) 
The MA model can be rewritten as 
式=e,{B)xt (2.6) 
The parameter 9i is estimated by the observations. After estimating the pa-
rameters, the prediction of 吞 can be computed by previous q observations. 
2.1.1.2 Autoregressive models 
The AutoRegressive (AR) process of order p is defined by 
Zt = 01¾-! + ^2Zt-2 + h <?^ ”為-” + Xt (2.7) 
It is a linear regression of the previous p outputs {zt-i,吞-2，... ’ ^t-j^of the 
process plus the new observation. If we define an order p autoregressive operator 
12 
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MB) = 1 - ¢,8 一 (j>2B^ cj>^B^ (2.8) 
the AR model can be rewritten as 
MB)zt = xt (2.9) 
2.1.1.3 Stationary Process 
The Autocovariance Function of a process having observation of {xJ at lag k is 
defined by 
jk = cov(zt, Zt+k) = E{[{zt - Ezt)(zt+k 一 Ezt+k)]) (2.10) 
A process is stationary if 
1. E{]xtf) < 00 
2. E{xt) = m 
3. COv{Zt,Zt+k) = COv{Zf,Zt'+k) 
2.1.1.4 Autoregressive-Moving Average model 
The ARMA{p,q) process of observation {x^} is defined by 
M ^ = 0,{B)xt (2.11) 
This includes a larger class of functions. Since it is a larger class of functions, it 
is possible to fit time-series data better than the AR or MA only process. And the 
ARMA process holds if {xt} is stationary. But for many cases of real applications, 
{ x J is non-stationary, the data cannot fit into the ARMA(p，g) model. So another 
process Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average {ARIMA) process is introduced. 
13 
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2.1.1.5 Parameter Estimation 
When a set of observations is assumed to be fitted into one of the models. The 
parameter 內，<^ is needed to be estimated. The Commonly used sum square error 
{SSE) function for N obervations are: 
SSE[^, ,e , ) = Y^{zt-Xtf (2.12) 
t = l 
is used to determine the model parameters of the ARIMA process. 
Advantages: 
• Computational time is very small compared to non-parametric methods. 
• Not just a black box process but gives a good description of the underlying 
model. 
Disadvantages: 
• Prediction result is bad if the underlying process of a time-series cannot be 
described by the ARIMA model. 
2.2 Financial Researchers 
2.2.1 Efficient Market Theory 
The idea behind the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) is that a market is ef-
ficient if the investors and analysts are rational, they constantly search for the 
stocks or commodities that axe mis-priced. When a stock is underpriced and in-
formation becomes public, excess demand of the stock will occur. Under the excess 
demand of the stock, the stock price increases. In the model of "Perfect" Efficient 
Market, the information is perfect and the investors will have the same response 
immediately without any time lag. The stock price will reflect all information at 
any time. This means that there is no way to predict the tomorrow closing price 
of a stock. 
14 
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But in a real situation, "Information Perfect^" is not possible. Investors do 
not have access to the same information at the same time. Some investors get the 
immediate information from the securities company, some get from advice from 
their brokers, some investors get the same information in the next day newspaper, 
some investors get it from the company quarterly report and some even don't 
know at all. Apart from the time lag of the information to different investors, the 
interpretation of the same information is different to the investors. For example, 
when the central bank announces an increase in interest rate. Some investors 
think it is a good news, because it helps in decreasing inflation. But some other 
investors think it is a bad news, because more money will be deposited in the 
banks. More money is deposited in the banks means the stock market will be 
going down. Prom the illustrated example, the same information will have two 
interpretations. This does not match with the assumption of "all investors have 
the same rational response to the information" of EMH [18]. So the market is 
not "Efficient," the investors will find out some ways to forecast the stock price. 
Some sophisticated theory such as Random Walk Theory axe used by less investors. 
Some technical indicators such as Relative Strength Index, Stochastic Indicator, 
Directional Movement Index are commonly used by the investors. 
2.3 Computer Scientists 
2.3.1 Expert System 
In the raid-1970s, some computer programs were developed to help the physicians 
and engineers to troubleshoot problems [40]. These programs together with the 
knowledge base is called an expert system. The idea of an expert system is to 
simulate the decision process through deductive logic. During the design of a 
expert system, the designer will acquire the knowledge of several experts and 
store the knowledge in the computer understandable form. When a non-expert 
^Information Perfect means it take very little cost and time to spread the information. 
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user has a problem, he can input the problem statement into a computer then the 
expert system will generate the appropriate suggestions. 
An expert system contains a modifiable knowledge base consisting of user 
interface, if-then-else rules and inference engine. The if part consists ofconditions. 
If the if part is true, then the then part will be considered as a fact and put into 
the knowledge base. If the conditions are false, then the else part will be put to 
the knowledge base. The new facts generated are used to inference another facts. 
The process runs recursively until a desired output is generated. 
Here is a simple example of an expert system used as trading system. 
Expert A says the following: 
• If the interest rate goes up, having a low unemployment rate, Probabil-
ity(USD goes up)=80% 
• If the interest rate goes up, having a high unemployment rate, Probabil-
ity(USD goes up)=60% 
• If the interest rates goes down, having a low unemployment rate, Probabil-
ity(USD goes up)=40% 
• If the interest rates goes down, having a high unemployment rate, Proba-
bility(USD goes up)=20% 
Expert B says the following: 
• If the interest rate goes up, having a low unemployment rate, Probabil-
ity(USD goes up)=70% 
• If the interest rate goes up, having a high unemployment rate, Probabil-
ity(USD goes up)=58% 
• If the interest rate goes down, having a low unemployment rate, Probabil-
ity(USD goes up)=30% 
16 
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• If the interest rate goes down, having a high unemployment rate, Probabil-
ity(USD goes up)=10% 
In this expert system, when a user inputs the interest rate is going high and the 
unemployment rate is low. The inference engine searches through all the rules. 
The inference engine deduces the condition of the first rule of both expert systems 
are satisfied, the result is the average of the experts. In our case, Probability(USD 
goes up)=75%. 
If a trading system is developed using the Expert System Technology, there 
are some advantages and disadvantages. 
Advantages 
• If the expert understands the underlying model very well, the output of the 
expert system output is promising. 
• Using knowledge from several human expert, can have a more accurate result 
from just asking one human expert. 
• Consultation cost of a human expert is very expensive, expert systems can 
help in decreasing the cost of users. 
Disadvantages 
• The knowledge base is based on some human experts. In some applications 
such as financial prediction, nobody knows the underlying model very well. 
Expert system for such applications may not perform very well. 
• Tremendous time are needed to maintain the knowledge-base. 
2.3.2 Neural Network 
2.3.2.1 Multilayer Perceptron 
Multilayer Perceptron is the simplest neural network architecture. It utilizes the 
supervised learning - the function of the neural network trying to model is learned 
17 
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from the examples. The set of examples or training set, contains paired values 
of the independent (input) variables and the dependent (output) variables. The 
neural network is trying to learn the function relation: 
y = <Kx) 
the input variables x and output y are vectors in the form of 
• n p * xi yi 





— J L • 
For some applications, the output y may equal to yi which means there is only 
one output from the neural network. The training set, in which there are p pairs 
is represented by: 
r = {(x“yi)}Li 
The yi are also known as the training targets. 
There is one input layer in a multilayer perceptron network with the size 
depending on the dimension of the input, one output layer with the size equal to 
the dimension of the output. The number and the size of the hidden layers are 
usually heuristically pre-specified. The neurons of each layer is connected to the 
next layer's neuron uni-directionally from the input layer to the output layer by 
the weights. 
Each neuron has an activation function. Sigmoid function is commonly chosen 
as the activation function in a Multilayer Perceptron network. 
^ w = r ^ (2-13) 
In most cases, a is pre-specified as 1. Multiplayer Perceptron networks can 
be trained by back-propagation algorithm. If given a set of input-output pairs of 
18 
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Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of a Feedforward Multilayer Perceptron Network. 
training sample {(Xi，yi)}5U，the objective of the back-propagation algorithm is 
to train the network parameters, so as to minimize the sum-square-error function 
between the training target y^  and the actual neural network output z .^ The 
sum-square-error function is defined by: 
1 P ^ = 9 E ( y i - Z i ) ' ( y i - z O (2.14) ^ i=i 
where t is the transpose operation on a Matrix. For each layer q of neurons in the 
neural network, the output of the l-th neurons ap) axe given by: 
a|d = / ( w h ‘ (2.15) 
«卜）="£切丨_^广1)+0丨9) (2.16) j=i 
where 1 < q < L and L is the number of layers of the network; and n^.i is the 
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The gradient-type learning formula for the weights of layer q are 
new w\f = old w\f + Aw\f (2.17) 
and W(W in Figure 2.1 is defined by: 
Wn W21 • • • wii 
W ( g ) = ^12 ^22 ••• w12 • • • . 
• • . • • • • • 
. ^ ln , - i ^2n,_i ••• tU/n,_i _ 
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Awlf = - A ^ ‘ dwif 
一 - A - 5 ^ 
= 一 da\'^ dwlf 
=XSl'^f{u\'^)a^'^ (2.18) 
where A is the learning rate and the error signal (^分）is defined as 
X(9) _ 犯 
‘ “ ^ 
After the equations are defined, the back-propagation algorithm can be described 
in two steps: 
• First obtain the error signal …⑷： 
Output layer: the error signal can be obtained by: 
S(L) 一 _ _ ^ 
^ 一 aa|^) 
p 
= E ( ^ i - 2/i) 
i = l 
Hidden layers and input layers: the general error signal of layer q of neuron 
1 can be obtained by: 
6!q)= 一 卑 
I _ ) 
二 — f e dE at4"i) 
一 ' k h W ^ W (2.19) 
By Eqn. (2.15) and (2.18)，Eqn. (2.19) becomes 
P «9+1 
. 炉 = E E 4什1)/'(4针1))喊+1) t=i j=i 
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• The weights between the g-th and {q-l)-th layers will be updated iteratively 
for q = L, L — 1，. • •，1 by the following update rule: 
r^g)=^i ; ) + A 6 ( ' ) / ' ( u S � ” 
The algorithm runs iteratively with the training set (xj, yi) for i = 1,2, • • •，p 
until the sum-square-error is smaller than a criteria or the number of iteration is 
larger than a specified number. 
Advantages 
• Simple to programme. 
• Small number of parameters to be pre-determined, 
• Can handle high-dimensional problems. 
Disadvantages 
• Networks may stick into local minima of the sum-square-error function. 
• Still need large amount of computation time (convergence of backpropaga-
tion is in the first order and very slow). 
• Overfit of training data may occur . This will decrease the generalization 
ability of the network. 
2.3.2.2 Radial Basis Function Network (RBF) 
Radial Basis Function [27] is another kind of neural network which is learned from 
examples. The network architecture is as show in Figure 2.2 and the formulation 
of the RBF network is shown in the followings 
n 
1^ = 5]wWii(x) + ^ (2.20) i=l 
/li(x) = e-|(x_m‘)E�i(x-m‘)” (2.21) 
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Figure 2.2: Structure of RBF network 
where 
zi = The output of the 1 — th neuron 
wii = Weight connecting from the i - th hidden neuron to the 1 一 th output neuron 
X = Input vector 
nXj = Center of the neuron i 
Ej = Covariance of neuron i 
9i = Bias parameter for the 1 — th neuron 
and hi{') is a Gaussian function. 
Each hidden neuron i is said to have its own receptive field centered at m^ and 
» 
having a "radius" controlled by a covariance matrix X)� i . We can see that when 
X is the closest to nij then hi{-) has the largest output. 
One of the learning algorithms for RBF network adopts hybrid unsupervised 
and supervised learning. First, find the centers nXj by some kind of clustering 
algorithms. Competitive Learning algorithm [33] or A;-means clustering algorithm 
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can be adopted during this phrase. For a competitive learning rule, one input data 
are randomly picked up and m^s are updated according to the following equation: 
^ S e a t = ^disest + ^^cloaest (2.22) 
^^doseat = f (x - maosest) (2.23) 
where mdosest is the nearest to x and ^ is the learning rate which is usually 
between 0 and 1. The algorithm iterates for a certain number of loops and the 
values of nXf are obtained. After finding out the centers nii, the weights Wi can be 
determined by supervised learning. Details of estimating the weights axe presented 
in Appendix A. 
Apart from the hybrid training algorithm, there are many learning algorithms 
for training of the RBF network, such as backpropagation and EM algorithm [32 . 
There are also some advantages and disadvantages for using RBF networks. 
Advantages: 
• The learning speed is fast. 
• Better approximation if the input data density is high. 
Disadvantages: 
• Approximation ability is very bad when the data set is small compared to 
its dimension. 
• Curse of dimension. The hidden layer size grows up much faster than the 
input dimension. 
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2.4 Research Apart from Prediction and Trad-
ing in Finance 
2.4.1 Derivatives Valuation and Hedging 
The success and rapid growing of derivatives market may be traced to articles 
published by Black and Scholes [10]; and Merton [41]. In [10], option pricing 
formulas were obtained through a dynamic hedging argument and a no-axbitrage 
condition. The Black-Scholes equations have been extended and generalized to 
model a vast number of derivatives and their variants. In some cases, there are no 
analytical expression for the extension but the pricing formula can be obtained nu-
merically. The original derivation of the analytical Black-Scholes formula is based 
on six assumptions which are not feasible in practice. Violation of assumptions 
may decrease the accuracy of the Black-Scholes formula and research on using 
non-parametric models are initiated to get a better result. 
2.4.1.1 Volatility 
Volatility is a measure of price movement and it is used to assess the risk of 
a market or a commodity in the financial literature. Finance and economics 
researchers try to forecast the volatility because of its usefulness in estimating the 
risk. Volatility is a parameters in estimating the option premiums. If a trader 
can estimate the volatility, he can gain significant advantage in option valuation. 
Currently, researchers and market traders use two estimation methods of option 
volatility: 
1. Historical Volatility a which is given by -
~~1 ~~如+T o I Z I ~ 
^ = j ^ S ( l n e - _ 2 (2.24) 
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where T is a pre-determined period, St is the market price of the stock at 
time t and DR is the mean Daily Retum of the stock which is given by 
1 to+T q 
^ = ^ E l n / ^ 
^ t=to ^t-l 
2. Implied Volatility which will be discussed in section 5.3. 
It is observed that there is significant difference between these two series. There 
are still arguments whether historical volatility or implied volatility is better. No 
significant better volatility estimation model is built and researchers have initiated 
the research of volatility modeling and forecasting [39], [17], [15'. 
Malliaxis and Salchenberger [39] has carried out an experiment on volatility 
estimation on the S&P 100 (OEX) options maxket, traded at the Chicago Board 
Options Exchange (CBOE). They developed a back-propagation network with 13 
input neurons, 9 hidden neurons and 1 output neurons to forecast volatility. The 
input consist of 
1. change in closing price, 
2. days to expiration, 
3. change in open put volume, 
4. the sum of the at-the-money strike price and market price of call options for 
the current trading period, 
5. the sum of the at-the-money strike price and market price of put options for 
the current trading period, 
6. the sum of the at-the-money strike price and market price of call options for 
the next trading period, 
7. the sum of the at-the-money strike price and market price of put options for 
the current trading period, 
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8. daily closing volatility for the current period, 
9. daily closing volatility for the next trading period, and 
10. four lagged volatility variables. 
The output of the neural network is the next trading day implied volatility. The 
results in [39] are encouraging because the forecasted implied volatility is close to 
the actual implied volatility. 
2.4.2 Pricing of Initial Public Offering 
An Initial Public Offering (IPO) is the first time stock placement to the general 
public. Since these stocks have not been traded in a stock exchange, the fair values 
of the stocks are unknown. The valuation problem is actually more complicated 
because the prices depend on complex and correlated variables. Generally, the 
price of IPO is calculated by experts in the investment bank and approved by 
the corporation. Once the issue price is determined, the firm will place the stock 
offering to the public at the determined price. If the immediate market price after 
the IPO is significantly above or below the issue price, there axe losses to the 
corporations or the investors. Hence, there is concern about the corporations and 
the investment banks value IPOs and, if possible, price it as close to post-IPO 
market price as possible. 
The literature research found that IPOs are significantly underpriced. The 
average IPO underpricing is more than 15 percent. Such a significant underpricing 
of IPOs means losses to corporations. If the problem persists, corporations will 
seek another way to raise money. A declining IPO market will result in slow 
» 
economic growth and high unemployment and thus, some economics and finance 
researchers try to find out a more accurate way to price IPOs. Jain k Nag [8 
constructed neural network models to price IPOs using a sample of 552 new issues. 
The inputs of the network models included the followings: 
1. Size of issue (SIZE) 
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2. Underwriter reputation (RAND) 
3. Fraction of firm sold at IPO (ALPHA) 
4. 1/sales prior to IPO (SALES) 
5. Operating return on assets (OPRA) 
6. Operating return on sales (OPRS) 
7. Capital expenditure/assets (APEA) 
8. Asset turnover (ATU) 
9. Operating cash flow/assets (OPCFA) 
10. Capital expenditure/sales (CAPES) 
The learning targets of the neuraI networks are the closing price of the first public 
trading of the stocks. The results of neural network models show it can reduce 
the underpricing of IPOs. 
2.4.3 Credit Rating 
Finance and economics researchers have studied the determination ofbond ratings. 
The major rating companies, Moody's and Standard & Poor's, judge the ratings 
by expert judgment and analysis of financial variables. The rating of a bond is 
an estimation of the probability the company cannot meet financial obligations. 
Normally, high rated loans have a low interest rate but low quality loans possess 
high interest rates. Hence, there is a great interest of financial manager to predict 
the bond ratings of a company. Moody's and Standard & Poor's publicly announce 
1. leverage, 2. coverage and 3. profitability axe prime factors ofbond issue quality. 
The bonds rating modeling [28] of 18 Bell Telephone operating Companies 
divested by American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) in 1982. Peavy 
and Scott [28] found there are seven variables related to the three prime factors. 
The financial variables used for bond-rating modeling are: 
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1. Debt divided by total capital (LEVERAGE). 
2. Pretax interest expense divided by income (COVERAGE). 
3. Return on equity (ROE). 
4. Coefficient of variation of ROE calculated over the past five years (CV of 
ROE). 
5. Logarithm of the total assets (TA) 
6. Construction costs divided by total cash inflow (FLOW). 
7. Toll revenue ratio calculated as intradivided by inter-LATA (TOLL). 
These financial variables measure the profit quality which axe determinants in 
rating company bonds. 
Apart from bond ratings of companies, there are research on using neural 
network to predict consumer credit payment performance [22]. Some banks have 
been using a neural network based application to detect possible cases of credit 
card fraud. A credit card issuer claims the credit card fraud rate is halved [19 . 
The neural networks can be used to predict credit card fraud because it can 
learn the credit card users spending patterns and classifies suspicious purchasing 
patterns. 
2.4.4 Financial Health Assessment 
Every companies must produce financial statements for tax purpose. These state-
ments are discovered to provide useful information [6] about the financial health 
of the company. The figures in the financial statements are converted to ratios 
before they are fed into the system. There are many different types of ratios, they 
can be generalized into four categories: 1. Liquidity, 2. Leveraging, 3. Activity 
and 4. Profitability. Liquidity ratios represent a company's ability to repay the 
short-term debt; leverage ratios represent the proportion of funds provided by 
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owners and creditors; activity ratios show the efficiency of a firm on utilizing the 
resources; and profitability measures the managerial efficiency on making profits. 
2.5 Discussion 
Neural Networks have been widely studied in the literature. Many Financial 
Applications have been built to assist management's decision making. Now, we 
have make two ambitious goals: 1) building a stock trading system and 2) building 
a financial derivatives valuation and trading system. In the following chapters, 




Correlation Basis Function 
Network 
In this chapter, we present the Correlation Basis Function network. The archi-
tecture, formulation and parameters estimation issues will be presented. We may 
apply our neural network to the stock trading problems, but some ways of esti-
mating parameters in CBF network must be found out. A simple and working 
method for estimating neural network parameters is the gradient descent learning 
algorithm and the corresponding learning algorithm for CBF network will be pre-
sented in Section 3.2. We first introduce the similarities and differences between 
RBF networks and the CBF network. The motivation, architecture and formula-
tion of CBF networks will be presented after that. Before going into the trading 
system building, the learning algorithm will be introduced. Chapter 4 introduces 
a trading system which is built by a novel architecture and CBF networks. 
Similar to the RBF network, Correlation Basis Function (CBF) network has 
three layers: Input Layer, Correlation and Cluster layer and Output Layer. It 
also utilizes the supervised learning. The architecture is shown in Figure 3.1. The 
number of neurons in the hidden layer is heuristically pre-specified. RBF networks 
axe based on the idea that in some of the neurons in the nervous systems which 
have response characteristics which are "locally-tuned." But the word "locally-
tuned" in neurons system is the distance between the neuron and the regions of 
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Figure 3.1: Correlation Basis Function Network architecture. 
stimulation. This characteristic is demonstrated by RBF networks. For a review 
on the RBF network, Chapter 2.3.2.2 presents some descriptions. But now we 
proposed "locally-tuned" as the correlation coefficient between the neuron's cen-
ter and the co-ordinate of the input variables. We found that this new application 
specific network can out-perform RBF networks in decision making of financial 
data. One of the approach to financial decision making is by pattern recognition. 
In this approach, people assume that before the trend changes, there are similar 
behaviors in the price patterns. So we suspect that CBF network can do a better 
job than the RBF network because the correlation coefficient can describe simi-
larity in stock price patterns better than Euclidean distance. It is illustrated in 
Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: A short period of stock price normalized to the range of [0,1] with win-
dow size of 5. More descriptions on the normalization will be presented in Chapter 
4.2. m is the center of one of the hidden layer neurons, in our system which is the 
pattern trying to be identified for a stock price turning point. If the number of hid-
den neurons is set to 5，this means the system tries to find out 5 stock price turning 
point patterns. The norm distance between m and x is 0.75. It is the same for m 
and y. The correlation coefficient between m and x is 0.4213 which is calculated 
by V ( x - m ) * ( x _ m ) but the correlation coefficient between m and y is 0.8018 
which is calculated by (Ef=i ^ ^ ^ ^ % ^ ) / ( ( E L i V ^ ^ ) ( E f = i \ f ^ ^ ) ) - I f x 
is taken as an input and m is taken as a centroid in a CBF network and a RBF 
network, the value of the exponential part of a CBF network is higher than a RBF 
network because the correlation coefficient of x and m is higher than the norm 
distance between x and m. This is an intention to find a measurement which 
gives a better "visual likelihood" between two patterns. The similarity between 
m and y is higher than m and x if the people consider from the likeliness of the 
patterns. The y axis of all diagrams represent the normalized values of stock price 
patterns. 
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3.1 Formulation of CBF network 
The main difference between RBF networks and CBF networks is in their exponent 
part. The exponent in RBF is the Euclidean Distance between the data point and 
the "center" while the exponent in CBF is the correlation coefficient between the 
data point and the "center." These "centers" output are connected to the network 
output by weights Wi, • • • ,Wp. Before going to the details of the CBF network, 
the following notations are defined for clarity and simplicity. 
Xi 
X2 . X = which is a n — dimensional input vector 
_ Xn J 彳 
z = output from the CBF network 
Wk = weights connecting from the middle layer of the network to the output laye 
q = number of hidden layer neurons 
nik = centers of hidden layer neurons 
CFk = radii of hidden layer neurons 
(xj, Vi)^ =i — training samples for i = 1，2, •. • ,p 
The network can be formulated by Eqn. 3.1. 
Q 
^i = Ylwk9{^unik) (3.1) fc=i 
where 
corr(x^ ,mj^ )-l ‘ 
^(xi,mfc) = e � (3.2) 
. � cov(xi, m f c ) 
— ， m � = 4 。 綱 丄 ) ^ (3.3) 
c o . ( x . m , ) = i-i-^Yirnym,) n — 1 ‘ 
std(xi) = iJcov{xi,Xi) (3.5) 
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1 
^ = 1 E f (3.6) : j=i '^ 
1 
1 
^ = 1 E ^ (3.7) 
: j=i '^ 1 
both Xj and m^ are n-dimensional column vector. 
3.2 First Order Learning Algorithm 
Similar to other neural networks, the sum-square-error function for the training 
samples (xj, yt)^=i is defined as the following: 
1 P E = « J2iVi - Wk9{^i, mk)Y(yi 一 Wkg{^i, nik)) (3.8) ^ i=i 
The objective oflearning is to minimize the sum-square-error function with respect 
to the weights Wk, centers m^ and radius ¢7¾. 
The followings are the gradient descent rules for updating the network param-
eters. • 
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f)zr 
m r " = m f - A m ^ (3.9) 
fip 
^r = < ' - � k (3.10) 
f^p C = ^ f - K ^ (3.11) oak 
where Am, A^；, A^ -, are the learning rates for updating the corresponding pa-
rameters mjfc, Wk and ¢7¾ respectively. Differentiate the sum-square-error function 
(Eqn. 3.8) with respect to m^ which yields 
dE A , , � ,、， , aco”(=，m�_) _ _ ( ) g g ^ 
^ = g ( _ ( x “ m t ) - t f ) K . ( x . m . ) ) ( ^ - - 4 , ,； , ^ ) , , , ( ^； ) . - - ) 
(3.12) 
where 
dcov{xi,mk) 一 _ o \ t ^ T ^ ( n i f c - ^k) 1 
" " ^ ^ = ( X i - X i ) 0 I n 奴 * ^ _ i 
' ^ i ^ n - x n ) - E U ^ i ^ i - ^ i j ) ‘ 
^(^i2 — Xi2) — E"=lJ^ 2 (^% — Xij) 
一 1 : 
一几一 1 ^ ( x i , - ^ ) - E U . v a ( ^ - % ) 
[^{Xin-$in)-EUH^ij-^ij) • 
= A ( X i - & ) (3.13) 
t 
dstd{m,) 二 ^ ^ ^ ( m , - m,) + (m, - m,)^  0 1 ^ ¾ ^ 
^ f c 一 y 2 ( n - l ) ( m , - m , ) ^ ( m , - m f c ) 
= 2(mfc - gjfc) 
^2{n - l)std{mk) ( . ) 
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ziiY . •. XinY 
where 0 is the kronecker product, that is X 0 Y = ; | . 
Z m l Y • • • X ^ „ Y 
Substitute Eqn. 3.13，3.14 into Eqn. 3.12，Eqn. 3.15 is obtained 
QE P 
^ = X)[(w;fc2/(xi, nifc) - ^)(w;fc7/(xi, mfc)) (3.15) ^^k i=i . ^ ( x i - xQ - co^(x,, m , ) y ^ ( m , - m, ) 
( 2alstd(xi)std{mkY )丨 
QE P ^ = E—(Xi’nifcHf)2/(Xi，mfc) (3.16) ^^k i=i 
^ = E(^.^(x.m,) - ^)(^,,(x,m,))(^ - _ f r m , ) ) 3^^ ^^  
卿 i = i � f c 
Eqn. 3.16，3.17 are obtained by differentiating thesum-square-error function 
(Eqn. 3.8) with respect to Wk and Gk. After deriving these gradients, the first 
order learning algorithm can be described in two steps: 
• First calculate the gradients of the sum-square-error with respect to 01¾, w^ 
and Ok by the following equations: 
dE p 
^ = E[K2/ (x i^ mfc) - ^ f )Kl / (x i , mfc)) (3.18) 
^^k x=l 
(^^¾¾ - Stj) - c—Xj，mfc)yg^(mfe - mk) 
( 2alstd{xi)std{mkY )� 
QE P 
^ = E—(Xi，nifc)-tJO?/(Xi,mfc) (3.19) 
。 叫 i=i 
芸 = E K l / ( x i , m, ) - tt){w,y(x,, ^ ^ ) ) ( l - c 0 r r ( x , , m , ) ^ ^ 3 
uQk i=i al 
4 
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• The network parameters nifc, Wk and ¢7¾ are updated by the following rules: 
firp n i r = m f - A ^ - (3.21) 
Q/7 < - = w f - X . ^ ^ (3.22) 
k fifT (^r = < - ^ ^ ^ (3.23) oak 
The algorithm runs iteratively with the training set (xj, pi) for i = 1，2’. •. ,p 
until the sum-square-error is smaller than a pre-specified number or the max-
imum number of iteration has been reached. After the learning is finished, 
the network parameters are readily used for applications. 
3.3 Summary 
Due to the similarity of CBF networks and RBF networks, CBF networks can 
perform input-output mapping trained by examples (x',y'). Like RBF networks, 
the CBF network is based on the concept of the locally tuned and overlapping 
receptive field structure in the cerebral cortex. In RBF networks, the "distance" 
is calculated by the Euclidean Distance. But in our proposed CBF network, the 
"distance" is the correlation coefficient. Later, by our simulation which shows 





Applications of CBF Network in 
Stock trading 
We now have build CBF network and it will be used for building a trading system 
which generates signal on market-top or market-down. In this chapter we present 
a trading system built with two CBF networks and a combining network and we 
compare our trading system with the RBF network and technical analysis using 
some stocks for simulations. The experimental results seem to be exciting and we 
found our novel trading system can out-perform all the other trading systems or 
rules tested. 
4.1 Data Representation 
The raw data for our model is the daily closing prices from the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange for the period from January 4, 1988，to November 15，1996. Stocks 
for our model axe shown in Figure 4.1 for Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor-
poration (0005)，Hang Seng Bank (0011), Cheung Kong Holding Limited (0001). 
These three stocks are chosen because they have large asset value and high price 
per share. Therefore, it is difficult to manipulate by a market maker and the 
behavior is much more predictable than a small-priced stock. The data is pre-
processed before feeding into the network. The daily data is pre-processed by 
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Figure 4.1: Weekly price of HSBC (0005)，Hang Seng (0011), Cheung Kong (0001) 
will be used for our simulation. The data is from April 1, 1988 to November 15, 
1996 in which there are approximately 433 weeks. In the experiments of the 
following sections, weeks 0 to 249 (April 1’ 1988 to March 1，1993) will be used 
for training and weeks 250 to 433 (March 4，1993 to November 15，1996) will be 
used for testing. (All unspecified dollar unit for the following sections are Hong 
Kong Dollar). 
the Volume Weight Mean. There is some difference between the Simple Moving 
Average and the Volume Weight Mean. The Volume Weight Mean is defined by 
Eixd ^ ., 
rj (. W ) - j={i-l)d+lPj^j ⑷ 、 Pv.w.mA^^O,) - ^ixd ,， l^.ij 
^j={i-l)d+l ^3 
where pj is the closing price and Vj is the transaction volume at t = j, d is 
the moving average period. Commonly used Moving Average (MA) functions can 
filter out some noise but using MA functions assumes every data point having the 
same contribution. We proposed using the volume weight mean price instead of 
moving average because apart from filtering the minor fluctuations in the price 
and also reflect how many traders are willing to buy or sell a stock at a particular 
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price. In our following works, we choose d = 5，that is converting daily data to 
weekly data. 
4.2 Data Pre-processing 
4.2.1 Input data pre-processing 
Let us denote the pre-processed weekly price of the targeted stock as P = {巧’罗2，.. • ,Pn}-
A series of training vectors and testing vectors is formed by 
S = fe，^+i，."，^+d-i] (4.2) 
and before feeding into the network, across channel normalization is performed. 
ri. 一 r|Tnin x~ _ „min ^ 一 „mtn Pi = f - A _ ^ _ Pi+i Pi Pi+d-i -Pi (4 3� ^ ^pTnax — ptnin ， m^ax 一 pmin ， ， ^mox — pm,in K^'^J 
wherepr^ = max({^，^+i，•. • ,^+d_J) and;?^" = ^H{Pi,Pi^u • • • ,Pi+d-i})-
Figure 4.2 shows how each window of data is pre-processed into a vector 
Pi = |pii,Pi2, • • • ,Pij,. • • ,Pid] where pij € [0,1 . 
4.2.2 Output data pre-processing 
There are some studies on trading systems which are optimized using supervised 
learning in the literature. These systems are generating trading signals from 
forecasted price. Optimizing the forecasted price involves minimizing sum squared 
error, but in real life the trader's objective is to max;imize profits or return to risk 
ratio (i.e. Sharpe ratio). Minimizing forecasting errors may lead to minimizing 
an intermediate data which does not guarantee to get the trader's goal [44], [29 . 
We decided to use the network for the generation of trading signals. Since the 
network is designed for generation of buying and selling signals. The output of 
the training data is whether a trader should buy, sell or hold. Buying signal is 
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Figure 4.2: Examples of pre-processing to the week)y data, each window of data 
are normalized to [0，1] before feeding to the network. 
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Buying and Selling signal for Cheung Kong 80 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Figure 4.3: Trading signals for Cheung Kong in which will be used for training 
target. (Sample output from the rules described by the text, 1: buy, 0: hold, 
-1: sell, that is positive pulses mean buy signals while negative pulses mean sell 
signals). 
generated by the following rule. 
/ 
1 if max({A-fe,A=fe+ir..,&_i}) > 1 ^ d ^^({P*+i'P<+2>-.Pj+fc})�1 Q5 buyi = *^ 民 •， 
0 otherwise. 
Similar to the buying signal, selling signal is generated by the following rule 
f 




Actually, this two rules try to dig out the lower turning points and upper 
turning points of the stock. 
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Buying and Selling signal for HSBC 150 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 
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Figure 4.4: Trading signals for HSBC in which will be used for training target. 
(Sample output from the rules described by the text, 1: buy, 0: hold, -1: sell, that 
is positive pulses mean buy signals while negative pulses mean sell signals). 
4.3 Multiple CBF Networks for Generation of 
Trading Signals 
We use 2 CBF networks for generation of trading signals. One is responsible for 
the learning of buying signals, another is responsible for the learning of selling 
signals. Output of the two CBF networks will feed into the Combing Network 
which will generate the appropriate trading signals (1: Buy, 0: Hold, -1: Sell). 
The architecture is shown in the Figure 4.6. 
j 4.4 Output Data Post-processing 
The task of the combining network is taking the output from the networks and 
generate the appropriate signals. A sample output of selling signals from the CBF 
networks is shown in Figure 4.7. Note that the output from both networks cannot 
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Buying and Selling signal for Hang Seng 100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 — 
80 - i j^Av^ -
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-40 I -
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Figure 4.5: Trading signals for Hang Seng in which will be used fro training target. 
Weeks 0 to 249 (April 1，1988 to March 1, 1993) are in-sample testing and weeks 
250 to 433 are out-sample testing. (Sample output from the rules described by 
the text, 1: buy, 0: hold, -1: sell, that is positive pulses mean buy signals while 
negative pulses mean sell signals). 
Trading Signal 
Combing 
Network ^ ^ 
Buying Signal Selling Signal 
广 、 广 • I ‘ • "• *N 
CBFN CBFN 
Xk Xfc 
Figure 4.6: Architecture for generation of trading signal, see text for the details 
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reach 1 and we can't make our decision by using this raw output. We need to 
take some processing on the output of the networks. 
Given a series of input data [X1,X2, • • •，X„], the corresponding output of the 
two networks are buy = [buyi, huy2,.. •，buyn] and sell = [sell1,sell2, •..，selln • 
Another two vectors can be obtained by letting BUY = [BUYi\ and SELL = 
SELLi] which mean the trading decision of the individual network at time t = i 
.Where 
f 










The final trading signal can be obtained by 
f 
1 i f BUYi = 1 a n d SELLi = 0， 
decisiorii = _ i if BUYi = 0 and SELLi = 1， 
0 otherwise. 
w 
A sample output of the combining network is shown in Figure 4.8. 
4.5 Trader's Interpretation 
Prom Figure 4.8, we can see that there axe two xonsecutive selling or buying 
signals. This is because the CBF network cannot memorize the current state 
of a trader. A simple algorithm is derived for a trader to trade. It is easy to 
understand that when the system issues a selling signal, no matter whether he 
holds cash or stock，he needs to hold cash. If the system issues a buying signal, 
the action of the trader is vice versa. The position of a trader can be summarized 
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Raw output from the CBF networks for HSBC 0.8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.6 一 Jj||j^ |^^ ^^^" j^f\"jff^ """"""^^^^ 一 ::h^^diii 1 
‘ ” 
-0.4 - I -
0 6 I I I I I I I I - ‘ 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 
week 
Figure 4.7: Buying and selling signals output from the CBF networks for HSBC 
(in-sample testing set begin after week 150 and end at week 249, out-sample 
testing set begin after week 250), note that the selling signal is plotted as negative 
to distinguish from the buying signal. 
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Trading signals by combining network for HSBC 1.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- iAfT^ -
0.5 一 y ^ -
-~_><^ "^"^ w^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ _^y^ ^^ "^^ "^^ "^  0 L_^ I ill i l„J l . . l l -
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Figure 4.8: Final trading signals of the combining networks for HSBC together 
with the price series are plotted. Positive pulses means buy signals and negative 
pulses means sell signals. (Only out-sample trading signal is plotted). 
by Figure 4.9. 
4.6 Maximum profit trading system 
The maximum profit trading system is not a real trading system because the 
future price of the system is known before making any trading decision. A trader 
should sell the stock when tomorrow's closing price is lower than today's. He 
should buy the stock when tomorrow's closing price is higher than today's. If the 
transaction cost is considered, the trader should do so when the profit can cover 
the transaction cost. ‘ 
buy if pi+i - Pi > 6, 
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Other input 
Q / Hold \ 
y^K:tK 
/ d^ sion=l 
Sell Stock Buy Stick 
decisW=^  s^  / 
Y H o l d Y lstock J 
u Other input 
Figure 4.9: State transition diagram of a trader using the trading signals from 
our trading system. 
where S is the transaction cost. 
4.7 Performance Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the network performance, trading simulations on these stocks 
are performed. RBF network which is similar in structure to CBF network and 
MACD (Moving Average Convergence DivergenceY [38] which is widely used by 
technical traders are used for comparison of profitability of various methods. The 
result is shown in Table 4.1. Both CBF network and RBF network have 5 hidden 
neurons. The trading system built by RBF networks is nearly identical to the 
case of CBF networks, only the 2 CBF networks axe replaced by 2 RBF networks. 
The RBF networks are trained by the EM algorithm. Note that, only the trad-
ing system consists of 2 CBF networks can beat the buy h hold strategy in an 
uptrending market (Hong Kong stock market has'been a bull market for recent 
years). It has been shown that in a bull market, nearly no short term investors 
can beat the buy k hold strategy which is used by the long term investors [7], 
24]. For the results of RBF network, the profitability is worse than buy k hold 
^Interested reader can refer to other books on technical analysis. This will not be discussed 
in details. 
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000l 0005 ooH~~~ 
Percentage Return Cheung Kong HSBC Hang Seng 
~"~CBF network 236% 165% 120% 
RBF network 73% ~ ~ 48% — 71% 
MACD 99% — 29% — -13% 
Buy k Hold 194% — 125% 84% 
" ^ x . Profit System 1436% 2357% 1178% 
Table 4.1: Trading profit from weeks 250 to 433 for CBF network, RBF network 
and MACD trading rule. (For the experiments of CBF network and RBF network 
the data from weeks 0 to 249 are for training and the data from weeks 250 to 433 
are for performance evaluation. There are no needs for training on other systems 
and the performance of other systems are evaluated on the data from weeks 250 
to 433). 
strategy but better than MACD. The behavior is quite consistency with the work 
of James [24] which the RBF network cannot beat the buy k hold strategy. 
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Applications of CBF Network in 
Warrant trading 
In this chapter a non-parametric method for estimating the expected excess return 
of warrants is proposed. The CBF network proposed in Chapter 3 will be used 
to model the behavior of warrants. Using a non-parametric method may be more 
accurate when the underlying pricing model of warrants is unknown or the model 
changes with time. Since there is not too much research on the warrant models, 
option models will be used to approximate it. To test the performance of our 
non-parametric model of warrants，the Black-Scholes pricing formula of European 
call option will be used as a benchmark. 
5.1 Option Model 
Option is a contract made by buying and selling. For every buyer of an option, 
there is a seller of an option. The buyer is called the option owner and the seller is 
called the option writer. A trader buys an option by paying premium to the option 
writer. There are two kinds of options, which axe call option and put option. The 
owner of a call option has the right to buy the underlying commodity before a 
specific time (expiry date) for a specific price (exercise price). The owner of a put 
option has the right to sell the underlying commodity before expiry date for a 
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specific price. It should be emphasized that only the option holder has the right 
to do something. But he is not oblige to do so. There are many commodities 
which have options, e.g. gold, silver, cotton, stock, stock index, etc.. 
Options can be divided into two kinds, the American Option and the European 
Option. The main difference between them is: The owner of an American option 
can exercise it on or before the expiry date. The owner of an European option 
can exercise it only on the expiry date. 
5.2 Warrant Model 
A warrant is a certificate that gives a right to its owner. The owner of the warrant 
has the right to buy the underlying stock at a specific price (exercise price) before 
a specific date (expiry date). After the expiry date, the holder cannot subscribe 
for ordinary shares and the warrant becomes worthless. Warrant is similar to call 
option. But there axe some differences between warrant and option. 
• A trader cannot short a warrant but he can short an option. (This is appli-
cable to Hong Kong and most of the other counties.) 
• Warrants are long term options. 
• The trading mechanism of warrant is indifferent from option's. The trading 
mechanism of warrant is much like the stock's. A trader can buy warrant if 
there is/are other trader(s) willing to sell at a particular price. The number 
of share of warrant in the market normally is fixed. Option is a contract 
formed by two side traders. Theoretically, there may be infinity number of 
option contracts made. . 
Most of the traders will use warrants as a speculation tool because of the leverage 
effect of warrants. For example, if a stock goes up from $8 to $10，it goes up 25%. 
If the exercise price of a warrant is $7, the price of the warrant will go up from 
$1 to $3. It is up 300%. If the stock drops from $10 to $8，the warrant will drop 
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from $3 to $1. The stock is down 20% while the warrant is down 67%. The above 
example is a simplified case, another factor, premium is ignored. 
For the sake of simplicity and clarity, the following notations will be used for 
the warrant and option: 
St = price of the underlying stock at time t 
Xi = exercise price for the i-th call option or warrant 
Ti = expiry date of the i-th option or warrant 
Ci，t 二 estimated value of the i-th European call or warrant at time t 
Pi^ t = market price of the i-th warrant at time t 
r = risk free interest rate 
cr = standard deviation of the stock's return 
n = conversion ratio of the warrant 
Premiurrii^t = premium of the i-th warrant at time t which is an approximated 
measurement of the expensiveness of the warrant 
Leverage^ = leverage of the z-th warrant at time t which is an approximated 
measurement of the gearing effect of the warrant 
There are three main factors which afFect how much does the warrant go up 
when the stock goes up. 
1. Premium. Premium is determined by 
^ + Xt Premiurrii^t = - ^ ^ (5.1) 
‘ St 
4 
where n is conversion ratio. Conversion ratio is the number of stock a trader 
can get when he exercises one share of warrant. 
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2. Leverage ratio. Leverage ratio is determined by 
Leverageit = ^ ^ ( 5 . 2 ) 
’ Pi,t 
3. Lifetime. That is time to expiration. 
A trader will try to find out a warrant with low premium, high leverage ratio and 
with long lifetime. It is IMPOSSIBLE to have such a warrant! 
For a warrant with high leverage ratio, it brings a trader more profit if the 
stock rises. But a warrant with high leverage ratio usually has a high premium. 
A warrant with high premium will go up less when the underlying stock goes up. 
And also the longer the lifetime of a warrant, the higher the premium. 
In our later work, we try to find out warrants which have a good compromise 
among premium, leverage ratio and lifetime. This kind of warrants will potentially 
go up most among the warrants. 
5.3 Black-Scholes Pricing Formula 
Warrants can be treated as call options. In order to test the performance of our 
system, the Black-Scholes European call option pricing model is chosen as the 
benchmark. Our intention of warrants trading is to make more profit from the 
leverage of the warrants and not become to a shareholder of the company, so the 
warrants will not be exercised. The European call option model will be used to 
approximate the warrant model. 
The following is the Black-Scholes European call option pricing formula for 
the i-th warrant at the time t: . 
Ci,t = StN{d,) 一 Xie-r(B-t)AT(d2) (5.3) 
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where 
N{d)=广 ^e-'^dx 
J-oo v27T ln(f) + (r + G.5a2)(Ti-0 oi = . 
G y f f ^ t 
d>2 — di — GyjTi — t 
In order to calculate the intrinsic value of a warrant, St, X<, r, a and 1\ 一 t 
should be known. St, Xj, Tj — t can be gathered from the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange through the newspaper or market data providers. We use interest rate of 
30 years T-bonds to approximate r and it can be obtained from some information 
providers such as Bloomberg or Reuters. The standard deviation of the stock's 
return a can be estimated by two methods: 
• Estimate by historical data. First calculate daily returns, logarithmic daily 
returns, and then mean and standard deviation of the logarithmic daily 
returns can be calculated. 
Let DRt be the daily returns for day t such that DRt = St/St-i, the mean 
and standard deviation of the logarithmic daily returns are as follows: 
一 1 T 
DR = 7f;T.\nDRt (5.4) ^ t=i 
a = A 7 f ; ^ Y , { l n D R t - m Y (5.5) \ � - 1 ¢=1 
• Estimate by Implied Volatility. If the stock price, exercise price, risk-free 
interest rate, time to expiration and the warrant price axe known, the re-
maining unknown variable is a. These quantities can be used to solve a and 
which is called implied volatility. 
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5.4 Using CBF Network for choosing warrants 
For each day, an input vector of a warrant is formed by 
r^ Pi,t Ti — t � , . 
乂 、 广 { 叉 ， 斤 百 } (5.6) 
and the target for the system is formed by 
,,, = ? M ± i ^ _ ^ ± l ^ (5.7) 
Pi,t ^t 
where y^ is the percentage of excess return that the warrant outperforms the 
underlying stock. Each input vector and the target pair will be used to train our 
network. When the network is trained, an arbitrary input vector of a warrant is 
fed into the input and we can get the expected excess return of the warrant in the 
next day. A trading system based on the network output will be presented in the 
next section. 
5.5 Trading System 
The new trading system is built by using our trading system introduced in Chapter 
4 and adding a new module. The new module will find out whether a particular 
warrant is under-priced or over-priced when compared to the others. When a 
warrant is over-priced, it will be more likely to drop rather than rise. It is vice-
versa for the under-priced warrants. 
Once our trading system in Chapter 3 generates signal to buy a particular 
stock, the new module will be activated. It tries to find out a warrant which 
has the largest expected excess return. If the system decides to hold a stock, the 
expected excess return of the currently held warrant and other warrants will be 
checked. The trader may probably sell the currently held warrant and buy another 
warrant, provided that the expected excess return of the currently held warrant 
is much lower than the others. In short, the trader will hold one of the warrants 
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of the underlying stock when the system generates signals of buying/holding the 
particular stock. The trader will buy or hold nothing when the system generates 
signals of selling/not holding a stock. The trader tries to gain more profits by 
buying the warrant which will go up most in the future. A trading rule of warrants 
is needed when the system tells a trader to hold a stock. The trader has to sell 
all the warrants of the underlying stock when the system tells him not to hold the 
stock. Given a predefined positive constant a, the trading signal /i,t of the i-th 
warrant at time t is determined by 
‘ 
1 if Vi,t 一 Vcurrent,t > « X Ptransaction and y^ = Vmax^U 
Ii,t 二 - 1 i f Vmax,t - ycurrent,t > Oi X Ptransaction a n d i = CUTTeut, 
0 otherwise. 
k 
where PtransacUon is the percentage of transaction cost of selling a warrant and 
buying another warrant w.r.t. the price of warrants, Vcurrent is the expected excess 
return of the warrant currently held,衫画 is the max expected excess return among 
the related warrants of the same stock. If the trading signal 1^ is 1, the trader 
will buy the i-th warrant at time t. If it is -1，the trader will sell the particular 
warrant. The trader does nothing if the trading signal is 0. 
5.5.1 Trading System by Black-Scholes Model 
The trading signal of the i-th. warrant at time t generated by the Black-Scholes 
Model is determined by: 
r 
1 if Ci,t 一 Pi,t = max({a,t 一 Pi,t}) 
and (Ci,t — Pi,t) - {Ccurrent,t — Pcurrent,t) > Oi X Ctransaction 
kt = 
- 1 if max({Ci,t 一 Pi,t}) 一 {Ccurrent,t 一 Pcurrent,t) > Oi X Ctransaction and i = CUTTent 
0 otherwise 
‘ 
where CtransacUon is the transaction cost of selling a warrant and buying another 
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warrant. These rules try to generate trading signals that the profit can compensate 
the transaction cost. 
5.5.2 Trading System by Warrant Sensitivity 
If the change of a warrant price is related to the change of stock price, the change 
of volatility of the stock price and change of warrant lifetime in a linear way. The 
relation can be expressed as 
Ac = DELTAAS + VEGAAa + THETAAt 
where DELTA, VEGA, THETA axe constant. But further investigation on the 
model finds that 
Ac = DELTAAS + \GAMMA(ASf + VEGAAa + RHOAr + THETAAt 
JL (5.8) 
where 
DELTA = the sensitivity of the warrant's price to the changes of the stock prices 
THETA = how the warrant's price change as time passed by 
VEGA 二 the sensitivity of the option price as the volatility of the stock changes 
RHO = the change of warrant price due to the change of interest rate 
GAMMA = how DELTA changes with the stock price change 
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For details on the derivation of Eqn. (5.8), please refer to Appendix B. The samples 
can be obtained by 
AS = S t - S t - i (5.9) 
Aa = at — <Jt_i (5.10) 
Ar = n - rt-i ^ 0 (5.11) 
At ^ 4 (5.12) 
Risk free interest rate r does not change frequently, so we assume Ar = 0. There 
axe approximately 250 trading days in a year, so At is approximated by • • Eqn. 
(5.8) is reduced into 
1 T'HPT'A Ac ^ DELTAAS + -GAMMA{ASf + VEGAAa + 吣 2 250 
(5.13) 
DELTA, GAMMA, VEGA, THETA can be estimated by multiple regression. Af-
ter estimating these parameters, a trading system which producing trading signal 
/i，t can be built. 
/ 
1 if (ACj,t — Api，t) — (ACcurrent,t — ^Pcurrent,t) > « X Ctranaaction 
and i = arg maxfc({Acfc,t — ^Pk,t}) 
kt = - 1 if (ACj,t - Apj^t) — (ACi,t 一 Api,t) > a X Ctransaction 
and j = arg maxk{{Ack,t — ^Pk,t}) and i = current 
0 otherwise. 
^ 
where Aci,t is the price change of warrant i at time t estimated by Eqn. (5.13) 
and Api’t is the actual price change of warrant i at time t. 
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Figure 5.1: Hierarchical neural networks for warrants sensitivity parameters learn-
ing. 
5.6 Learning of Parameters in Warrant Sensitiv-
ity Model by Hierarchical CBF Network 
Instead of finding delta, theta, vega^ rho and gamma analytically, these parame-
ters can be estimated non-parametrically by neural network. A hierarchical CBF 
network that can learn the parameters in warrant sensitivity is built and the 
network architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. 
The input vector [A5, (A5)^ , Aa] of the hierarchical network is estimated by: 
A5 = St+i - St (5.14) 
Aa = o"t+i - at (5.15) 
and rho is not estimated because Ar = rt+i 一 n = 0. As shown in Figure 5.1, 
each rectangular block consists of a CBF network with 5 hidden neurons and the 
learning rate is set to 0.05. The blocks try to learn the corresponding weight of 
the connection between the output neuron and the input neuron. The hierar-
chical network tries to learn the parameters delta, vega, gamma through CBF 
networks which are the weights of the whole network, theta is estimated by the 
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bias term 6. For each CBF network, it accepts three inputs which are the change 
of stock price 警-1, the change of warrant price ^ - 1 and the change of 
the historical volatility ^ ^ — 1. For the sake of clarity and simplicity, we denote 
_^^-lj 卜+1-& 
yt = ^-1，F(yt) = [ /i(yt) /2(yt) /3(yt) ]，xt = (5t+i - Stf， 
_ ^ - 1 J [ ^ t+i - c^t • 
corr(yf,m^fe)-l 
fi{yt = Y,j^  Wik6 2<^fc • Define the cost function for the hierarchical network 
as: 
E = ^ j : [ F { y t ) x t + 9 - A p t ] ' (5.16) t—1 
where Apt is the actual market price change of the warrant. Differentiate the cost 
function, Eqn. (5.16) w.r.t. Wik, mjfc, ¢7,^  respectively yields 
£ = ^ [ _ x t + " M ^ H (5.17) 
^ = . 1 ^ ^ + 0 - ^ 0 ¾ ¾ ^ _ 
£ =结卜咖…-〜^豐^] (5-19) 
犯 1 T 
^ = f E H n y t ) ^ t + e - A p t ] (5.20) t—1 
where 
dfi{yt) _ 广巧‘化1 
~ ~ ^ 一 e » * 
OWik 
dfi{yt) = ^ ^ ( y t - yt) 一 cav{yt, m , f e ) ^ ( m , , - m^Q 
~ ^ 一 励) 2alstd{yt)std{mikY 
dfi{yt) "„�l-c—yt，m^) 
^ = 姻 ~ ~ 4 ~ ^ 
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The update rules for the parameters of individual network axe: 
fitp 
< r = < r � “ (5-21) 
fifp 
� = < ^ - 7 m ^ _ 
^r = < ^ ^ - 7 . ^ (5.23) 
fjjp 
0 _ = Qoid _ ^ ^ _ ( 5 . 2 4 ) 
5.7 Experimental Results 
We use five stocks and their warrants for our simulation. These are Hongkong 
k Shanghai Banking Corporation (Stock Code: 0005)，Hang Seng Bank (0011), 
Hutchison (0013)，Cheung Kong Holding (0001) and Hongkong Telecom (0008). 
All these stocks are blue chips in Hong Kong and we choose these stocks because 
of the large market value and high marketability. These stocks tend not to be 
controlled by a single trader and the behavior of the stock will be more predictable. 
The number of hidden neurons of CBF network for under-price/over-price 
detection is fixed to 5. The warrants data are from 3 January, 1995 to 31 October, 
1997. Off-line training is used and the learning rate is fixed to 0.05. 
( 
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Warrants of Cheung Kong (0001) 
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Figure 5.2: Warrant prices are processed into leverage, premium and time to 
expiration. Expiry time is plotted against leverage and premium. Each data 
point represents a daily observation. Note that there is a trend that the longer 
the lifetime, the higher the premium. The higher the premium, the higher the 
leverage. This is a plot of warrants of Cheung Kong Holding (0001). 
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Figure 5.3: Warrant prices are processed into leverage, premium and time to 
expiration. Expiry time is plotted against leverage and premium. There is also 
a trend that the longer the lifetime, the higher the premium. The higher the 
premium, the higher the leverage. 
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5.7.1 Aggregate profit 
For each data set of a stock, we perform the ten experiments on two different 
time frames. For the first experiment time frame, the training window start from 
January 3，1995 to December 30，1996 and the testing window start from January 
3，1996 to October 31，1997. For the second experiment time frame, the training 
window start from January 3, 1996 to October 31，1997 and the testing window 
start from January 3，1995 to December 30，1996. Aggregate profit against time 
for experiments on the first time experiment time frame axe plotted in the Figure 
5.4，5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 for the following experiments. 
1. Buy & Hold of the stock during the period. 
2. Stock trading based on the trading signal of the CBF trading system intro-
duced in Chapter 4. 
3. At least and at most hold stock or one of warrants of the stock, trading by 
CBF network introduced in this Chapter. 
4. At least and at most hold stock or one of warrants of the stock, trading by 
RBF network. 
5. At least and at most hold stock or one of warrants of the stock, trading by 
the Black-Scholes model. 
6. At least and at most hold stock or one of warrants of the stock, trading by 
warrant sensitivity trading system. 
7. At most hold stock or one of warrants, trading by CBF trading system 
introduced in Chapter 5.5. ‘ 
8. At most hold stock or one of warrants, trading by RBF trading system. 
The CBF network of the trading system in Chapter 5.5 is replaced by RBF 
network. 
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9. At most hold stock or one of warrants, trading by CBF trading system 
to determine the stock position. The Black-Scholes model is used as the 
valuation of the warrants. 
10. At most hold stock or one of warrants, trading by CBF trading system to de-
termine the stock position. Warrant sensitivity trading is used to determine 
which warrant to buy. 
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Experiments\Stock Code: 0001 0005 0008 0011 0013 
T ^ 2 ^ ~ ~ K W o ~ ~ 2 ^ 0 ~ ~ - 2 5 % -9.34% 
^ 76.1% 55.1% 47.44% 18.5% 72.3% 
~J. -16.4% 129.5%~~4T^~~23l%~~75：2%~ 
_4 -16.77% 4.29% -32.1% 15.1% -5.67% 
T -20.15% -21.1% -14.9% -13.5% -6.57% 
_^ -43.2% -47.7% -11.7% -12.4% -17.7% 
T 4 0 ^ " " " W l W o ~ ~ 2 m 0 ~ ~ 8 5 3 % ~ ~ 7 8 7 ^ 
_8^  174% 125% 181% 300% 297% 
T l 9 ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 8 ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ " I f W 
10. 212% 130% 29.9% 125% 184% 
Table 5.1: Aggregate profit of different experiments for time frame one (training 
data start from January 3，1995 to December 30，1996，testing data start from 
January 3，1996 to October 31，1997). This table summarize the results of Figure 
5.4, 5.5, 5.6，5.7 and 5.8. See Chapter 5.7.1 for details of the experiments done. 
5.8 Summary and Discussion 
Prom our experiments, the results of trial run of our proposed CBF network 
in the experiment time frame one (training data start from January 3，1994 to 
December 30，1995，testing data start from January 4, 1996 to October 31，1997) 
is encouraging. The 1997' stock crash is inside our simulation period, most of 
the warrants become out-of-money^ or "penny-warrant." But in our simulation, 4 
models (Model 3, 4, 5, 6) which required at least holding one warrant still prevent 
the total loss of money. But the simulation results of time frame two (training 
data start from January 4，1996 to October 31，1997, testing data start from 
January 3，1994 to December 30，1995) is not as good as time frame one. There 
are mainly two reasons: 
1. During the testing period of time frame two, the frutuation of the stock 
price is much smaller compared to frutuation of testing period of time frame 
one. Which unfavors nearly all trading system, since buy k hold strategy is 
good enough. 
iA warrant is out-of-money if the warrant is exercised, it cause a negative cash flow. 
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Experiments\Stock Code: 0001 0005 0008 0011 0013 
T 24.3% 39.7% -5.3% 39.8% 10.7% 
_^ 43.8% 62.3% 27.1% 34.5% 23.5% T 27.7% 33.9%""^ N/A 28.1%~~N/A 
_4 29.1% 28.3% N/A 24.2% N/A T 26.1% 32.1%~~N/A 31.1%~~N/A 
_6^  27.1% 27.8% N/A 28.7% N/A 
T 55.7% 73.1% 11.8% 53.1% 21.7% 
_8^  37.8% 65.4% 5.7% 47.8% 18.6% 
~9. 38.1% 55.8%~~4.3% 46.3% 23.4% 
10. 36.5% 44.7% 3.8% 43.1% 19.2% 
Table 5.2: Aggregate profit of different experiments for time frame two (training 
data from January 3, 1996 to October 31, 1997, testing data start from January 
3，1995 to December 30，1996). See Chapter 5.7.1 for details of the experiments 
done. Entries with N/A mean there was no warrants for trading at some time. 
Stock Code: 0001 Q0Q5 0008 0011 0013 T ‘ 0 0 0 0 0~ _^  3.47 X 10= 3.51 X lO^Q 3.45 x lQio 3.47 x 10^^ 3.48 x 10^ ° 
~3. 1.51 X 1 0 ' " ~ ~ 3 . 2 X lOio~~1.2 x 10^«"""1.1 x 10^« 1.63 x 10^" 
_ 4 7.8 X 10^ 1.71 X lO^ Q 6.11 x 10^ 5.5 x 10^ 8.4 x 10^ ~J. 1.2581 X 107~~2.76 x 10^ ~~9.97 x 10® 8.8 x 10®~~1.36 x 10^  _^  9.76 X 10^  2.314 x 10^  7.64 x 10^  6.88 x 10^  1.05 x 10^  T 4.98 X lOiu 6.71 X 10^ ° 4.65 x 10^" 4.57 x 10^" 5.11 x 10^" _8^  4.25xlO)o 5.22 x 10^ " 4.06 x lO^Q 4.02 x 10^ ^ 4.32 x 10^ " 
~J. 3.47 X lOiu 3.51 X lOio 3.45 x 10^° 3.47 x 10^" 3.48 x 10 °^ 10. 3.47 X lQio 3.51 x 10^" 3.45 x 10^^ 3.47 x lO^Q 3.48 x 10^^ 
Table 5.3: No of instructions used in training the neural networks or model esti-
mation for different experiments which is measured in Mflops. The details of the 
experiments are stated in Chapter 5.7.1. 
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2. During the testing period of time frame two, the choices of covered wax-
rants are much smaller than the choices at time frame one. Which means 
although one has a good warrant selection system, he still cannot select a 
good warrant. Due to inadequate choices of warrants, the best is still not 
good enough. 
We find that our proposed system performs good when the frutuation of stock 
price is large and there are numerous choices of warrants. 
Traditional mathematical models can prevent the total loss of money, but 
it seems that non-parametric estimation using the CBF or RBF network can 
outperform the analytical models. The CBF network in the warrant valuation 
scheme out-perform the RBF network. But we believe there are several ways 
to improve our model. One of them may be to gather more input factors for 
the model, e.g. add a time series approach to our network model to capture the 
temporal dependence. For instances, we only use one day data as the input of 
the network. Prom the scatter plot Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, we note that there 
are some data points which are far away from the others. We may find some 




Analysis of CBF Network and 
other models 
When A new network model is proposed, some theoretical analysis should be done 
to evaluate how good this model is. Hence our proposed model is evaluated and 
compared with other models in terms of time and space complexity; model and 
prediction confidence; and model stability. 
6.1 Time and Space Complexity 
6.1.1 RBF Network 
The time complexity of the RBF Network depends on the number of training 
iterations. Since the number of training iterations depends on the nature and 
characteristics of the data, only the time complexity of one iteration of training 
is evaluated. There are several kinds of RBF learning algorithm, two algorithms 
time complexities . 
For the sake of clarity, the following notation is used. 
d: dimension of the data set, 
N: number of data in training set, 
p: number of clusters. 
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• Hybrid Learning. During the clustering phase, in each iteration, the follow-
ing quantities have to be calculated: 
m J ^ = mf^ + 7(Xi — mf^) where i = argmin ||xi — mj| | . 
The time complexity for evaluation of i = argmin ||xj - mj | | is 0{Nd). Since 
the algorithm requires to search for the minimum distance between the data points 
and each center, the time complexity for computing the distance between a data 
point and a center is 0{d). It is required to find the closest center given a data 
point and the algorithm find the closest data point after looking up p centers. 
Hence the time complexity for evaluation of clustering p h ^ e is 0{pd). The time 
complexity for clustering the data is 0{pdl) where 1 is the number of iterations. 
After finding out the centers, WjS will have to be found out. A detailed al-
gorithm for estimation of WjS is presented in Appendix A. In order to find the 
weight, the following equation has to be evaluated: 
w = (HH*)-iHy (6.1) 
Since H is a p x N matrix, the time complexity for evaluating HH^ is 0{NjP). 
HH* is a p X p square matrix and the time complexity for evaluating the inverse 
of a p X p matrix is 0{p^). Hence the time complexity for evaluating Eqn. (6.1) is 
0{Np^ + p3 + Np^ + Np) which becomes 0(Np^). 
• Gradient Descent Algorithm. The details of the gradient descent learning 
of RBF network is presented in Appendix A. For each iteration of learning, 
the following gradients have to be calculated: 
4 
f)Q N 
^ = E ( / W - ? / i ) ^ ( x i ) 
^ ^ 3 i = l f)Q n ^ = 5 > r / ( X i ) ) / W A ( x r m j ) 
叫 i=i 
The time complexity for both 乾 and 最 are 0 (Nd) for one iteration. 
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6.1.2 CBF Network 
The time complexity of the CBF Network depends on the number of training 
iterations. For each iteration, the following quantities have to be calculated: 
犯 N 
^ ~ ~ = X)[(iUfci/(xi, mfc) - t^i){wkV{^, nifc)) (6.2) onik i=i 
. ^ ( x i - Xi) - c—，m , ) y ^ ( m , - r5.) 
( 2alstd{xi)std{mkY )] � ‘ ) 
QE ^ = {wky{xi,mk)-t^i)y{xi,mk) (6.4) OWk 
告 = E K y ( x , , m , ) - ^ _ ( X h m f e ) ) ( l — c � t ， m O ) 關 
^^k i=i ^k 
where 
corr(x^,mj^)-l 
y{xi,mk) = e � (6.6) 
The time complexity for calculating y{xi,mk) is 0{d) and the time complexity 
for calculating std{nik), std{xi) and c(w(xj,mjfe) are also 0(d). Hence the time 
complexity for calculating ^ ^ ， 乾 , 乾 are 0{Nd). In each iteration, parameters 
of p clusters are evaluated and the time complexity in each parameters update is 
0{Ndp). 
The space complexity for storing and calculating y(xi,mfc), std{nik), std(xi) 
and cov{xi, mk) are 0(d). Hence the space complexity for storing and calculating 
^ ^ ， 鑑 ， 鑑 are 0{Nd). Since the value of the gradients can be calculated in 
turns, the space complexity for one iteration of learning is 0{Nd). 
6.1.3 Black-Scholes Pricing Formula 
Unlike neural networks, the Black-Scholes pricing formula is an analytical for-
mula and its time complexity and space complexity axe more deterministic. The 
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following is the Black-Scholes pricing formula which has to be calculated: 
ct = StN{di) - Xe-r(T-O7v(d2) (6.7) 
where 
_ = L w . ' ' ' ' ' 
一 l n | + (r + 0 .5a^) (T- t ) 
山= ^;/rr=t 
d<2 = di — o\jT — t. 
If a is estimated by historical volatility of period u, the time complexity for 
evaluating a is 0{u). The time complexity for evaluating di, d2 and N{d) axe 
0(u). Hence the time complexity for evaluating ct is 0{u). The space complexity 
for storing and evaluating a is 0(u) and hence, the space complexity for storing 
and evaluating Ct is 0{u). 
6.1.4 Warrant Sensitivity Model 
The sensitivity model originally is used for hedging. The option sensitivity formula 
is used to build a portfolio with its value is insensitive to change in stock price, 
change in interest rate, change in volatility and depreciation of lifetime. We 
discover that the formula can be used to build a trading system. In order to 
compare with the Black-Scholes pricing formula and the neural networks. The 
time and space complexity of the warrant sensitivity formula is estimated. 
The change in market price of a warrant can be expressed as: 
4 K dc . ^  1 d^c,. n\i c^ . dc - dc . ,^ ^ Ac = ^ A S + - ^ ( A S ) 2 + ^ A a + - A r + - A t (6.8) 
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where 
I = _ 
d^c = N'(di) 
蔽 = S a y / r ^ 
f)f, 
^ = s v r ^ t N ' ^ 
oa 
^ = X(T - t)e-'^^-'^N{d2) or 
1 = - ^ — - - 繁 - 一 _ 
Prom section 6.1.3，the time complexity for evaluating volatility cr of period u 
is 0(n). The time complexity for evaluating di and d2 is 0{u), hence the time 
complexity for evaluating N{di), N(d2) and N'{di) are 0{u). It is obvious that 
the time complexity for | | ,祭， | j ,赛 and 養 are 0(w) and we can deduce that 
the time complexity for Ac is 0{u). The derivation of space complexity is similar 
to the derivation of time complexity and the space complexity of evaluating Ac 
is also Au. 
6.2 Model Confidence，Prediction Confidence and 
Model Stability 
After constructing a set of models for fitting the observations, some criteria are 
needed to select among the proposed models. The technique of selecting the best 
model is known as model selection. Two criteria are used to test the usefulness 
of proposed models. First, is the model's fitness to the observed data. Second, if 
there are parameters to be estimated, the dependence of the estimated parameters 
to the observed data set. The second criteria is called Model Stability. 
Atkinson suggested three idea in model selection: 
1. Under the assumption that one particular model is the true one, is there 
evidence that one of the other models fits the data better? 
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2. Under the assumption that the models fit the data equally well, is there 
statistical evidence to the contrary? 
3. Assuming that one of the models is the true one, is there sufficient evidence 
to make a selection? 
In the following sections, estimation of model confidence and model stability will 
be presented. 
6.2.1 Model and Prediction Confidence 
One of our goals to build our model is to find equations in the form of the regression 
relationship 
Vi = fe{^i) + Ci, i = l , . . - ,n ( 6 . 9 ) 
where (xi,pi) G {3¾ ,^¾}, f0(xi) is the estimated model with parameters 0 and 
0 = 01 Q2 . . . 9j^ . Finding the model confidence of a model is to find the 
八 八 upper and lower bounds /„ and fi at each data input Xj. That is 
P{fe,ii^) < fe{x) < /^ ,u(x)} = 1 — a 
for some predetermined fraction a . 
6.2.2 Model Stability 
� -
For the true model under nonlinear regularity conditions and let Var6[/e(xj]= 
E[fe{^j) - /a(xj)]2, then 
j 
Vaift [fe{xj)] = a ' a ( x j ) + a 'A{xj ) + 0 ( ^ ) (6.10) 
as n ~> 00 where 
a,- = Fe{KjYMeFe{Kj) (6.11) 
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and 
A j = ^Tr [M^He(x,-)M^H^(x,)] + j {Tr [MaHe(x,)]}' (6.12) 
In which 
F.(x,-)^ = [ M ^ … ^ ^ 1 (6.13) 
沪/—.)沪/校⑷)...炉/咖)1 ae^ dei62 dOih 
9'feM d'foM . . . 沪 地 ) 
H,(x . ) = _ 1 ^ ^ 洲爪 (6.14) 
\ J ‘ • _ _ • 
• • » • • • • • 沪/咖)"Mxj) . . . t h ^ .d0kOi d6kB2 dei • 
and 
/r 1 1力�-1 
M e = Ftf(xi) F a ( x 2 ) … F f l ( x n ) Ffl(xi) F 0 ( x 2 ) … F f l ( x ^ ) \L / 
The biased variance of /(xj) is approximated by 
Sl = a2S(xj) + a ^ ( x j ) (6.15) 
and the following is the stability function (SF): 
SF(/(x,)=[^^^]' (6.16) 
where 
a (x , )=F, (x , )*MeF, (x , - ) 
and 
A(x,) = i x r [M,H^(x,)M,Ha(x,) ] + \ {Tr [ 5 ¾ ¾ ^ ) ] } ? 
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八 The estimated model function fe is a "correct" model if 
/ (x , ) = fe{xj) 1 < j < n. 
Using a Taylor series expansion and the following approximated model values are 
obtained: 
/(X.) = /(Xi) + Ki^j)c|> + | W x � � 2 
八 「八 i2 where 0 = 6 — 9. The error square fe{^j) — / (x j ) is 
^%(x,-)F,(x,-)V+j [^'lle{xj)cff + iFe(x,-)V^^ a(x,)V-
(6.17) 
Taking expectation on Eqn. (6.17) and yields 
E [/e(x) - /(x)]2 = E [ v % ( x , ) F e ( x ) ^ v ] + j ^ [v^Ha(x,-)v] '+i^; [ F ^ , ( x , ) W ^ ( x , ) V 
as n ~> 00, where V � n ( 0 , a 2 M ) . S^ consists of two parts. The first term, 
a^a{xj), is derived from the linear portion of the model. The second term, 
a^A(xj) is derived from the quadratic component of the model. 
6.2.3 Linear Model Analysis 
A linear model is used to give an introductory example of the model stability 
problem. Consider the model 
y = / (x) + e 
where / (x) is a linear function, and e � n ( 0 , s^), the following quantity 
/(x) - /(x) 
8 yJ ^ hew (XW) -1 Xnew 
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follows a t distribution. Where x^ eu； is a new input which is not in the set for 
estimation, X = xi x2 • •. x„ . The confidence limits axe 
/i(x) = / (x) — ^ ( | ; n — d - l)syxHX^X)-^x (6.18) 
/u(x) = / (x) + 1 ( | ; n - d - l)5v/x^(X^X)-ix (6.19) 
Above confidence limits are valid if the noise e is independent of x. 
Some examples including linear model with white noise and linear model with 
color noise are used to illustrate the properties of the linear model confidence. 
These examples are used is to illustrate the difficulties to estimate the model 
confidence of color noise (e. g. noise is depended on the parameters). Later a 
few examples consist of pre-specified color noise model will be used to illustrate 
the estimation of model confidence in a color noisy environment. Two set of data 
were generated by Eqn. (6.20) and Eqn. (6.20). 
y = 3x + 5 + e (6.20) 
y = 3x + 5 + xe (6.21) 
and the input data x is generated by a normal distribution n(0,4^). Two plots 
of y against x of Eqn. (6.20) and Eqn. (6.20) are as shown in Figure and Figure 
respectively. 
For a 95% interval, a will equal to 0.05. When n � 3 0 and d = 1，t distribution 
can be approximated by normal distribution. That is, if 
y = t{^]ri-d-l) 
then 
rv foo 1 _2 
2 = i ; e _ 4 _ 
the value of t ( | ; n - d - 1) can be obtained by solving Eqn. (6.22) for y. By 
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川 y = 3x + 5 + e 40 1 1 1 data + ^imatec --.::•'.. 30 - 95% inter^'^v^' -•^^ i-
2�- ^ ' 
10 - o | g ^ F ^ y 0- j^^is*'^^ -i�_ ^..^^^^ .+-,'. • ’ 
-20�.;,•• _ -3ot ‘ ‘ ‘ 
-10 -5 0 5 10 X 
Figure 6.1: A plot of Eqn. (6.20) 
M y = 3x + 5 + xe 
40 1 1 1 ^Aa + .:-
30 - 9 J ^ ^ S | ^ � : S〉： + 1^+-¾'^ -" ；：；^ ^ ^ ； - 1 0 - � A ; | ^ ^ -
+••;•':;+'+• + + + + -20 :.。七：?::…-*i+ -:,-.• + + ^ -30 - + ‘ --4o' ‘ ‘ ‘ -10 -5 0 5 10 
X 
Figure 6.2: A plot of Eqn. (6.21) 
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observation the data set generated by Eqn. (6.20) follows the estimated confidence 
interval but the data set generated by Eqn. (6.21) does not follows the estimated 
confidence interval. Since derivation of Eqn. (6.18) and Eqn. (6.19) assumes the 
noise is independent of the input. 
6.2.4 CBF Network Analysis 
CBF network is a kind of neural network. How is the performance of this model 
in the noisy environment? A few examples will be used to illustrate the model 
stability of the CBF network at the end of this section. 
The following is the formulation of CBF network: 
p corr(x,mfc-l 
f{^) = Y:w,e~~^ 
k=l 
Prom Eqn. (6.13), we get 
“ 1 ‘ 
dwi 
1 dwp 1 [ w “ ami W 




M. L dak J 
and from Eqn. (6.14), the following matrix is obtained 
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• ^ ... ^f 9” •... 沪/ , 沪/ . . . 沪 / ‘ 
dwf dwidwp dwidmj dwidm^ dwidai dwidcp 
• , • _ • • • • _ 
• • • • • • • • • • • _ _ • _ • • • 
护/ … ^ d” … d^f 沪/ … 沪/ 
dwpdwi • • • dwl dwpdm\ • • • dwpdm^ dwpdai dwpdap 
d^f … d^f d” … d” d^f . . . d^f dmidwi . . • dmidwp dinTdm^ dmi5m* dmidai dmidap 
T_I • • • • • • , . • 
ri0 = : •. : ： ： 
护/ … d^f d” … d” 沪/ … 沪/ 
dnipdwi • • • dmpdwp 5nipdm^ dmpdm^ dmpdai dnipdap 
d^f . . . d” aV … d” ay . . . aV 
daidwi . • . daidwp daidm\ • • • daidm*, d^ • • • daidap 
• • 嚳 • • • • 鲁 _ 
• • • • _ • _ • • 
• • • • • • • “ • aV … d” d^f ... d^f aV … ^r 
-d(Tpdwi • • • dapdwp dapdTn\ • dapdm*p da^dai 5^  • 
W 
where 0 = m 
a 
We use data sets generated by 
“ \ ^ _(x-mj)*(x-m )^ 
/ (x ) = ^ W i 6 ^ + e 
X=1 
to illustrate the model stability of the CBF network. In which, x 6 9¾^  and 
Xi is generated by n(0,1^); nXj G 9¾^  and rriji is generated by n(0,1^); and e G 
71(0，0.05^ ). We perform experiments with sample size (the number of input) range 
from 100 to 1000. The number of clusters, p, range from 3 to 10. We define the 
overall model stability as: 
JSFrfx 
~ T ^ 
It is a measure of the model stability at all locations of the model and the result 
is as shown in Figure 6.3. Prom Figure 6.3，we can see clearly that the model 
i 
stability of the function increases as the number of clusters or the number of data 
points increased. 
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A plot of Overall Model Stability for different clusters and number of samples 
•. - • ‘ • 
.• , . • 
• • . • t • 
•.. • . . . •.• ... • •• 
• . . • , • . • 
,.•：••••• : .••••••：•• ： •••；.:... 
....... ..••；• • : .••••••：• :• . : . 
6 、 . . . . . . . ； ... ••••••：• : 
• . • • • • . •  - • • • . • • • • ‘ • • . • •• • . • • . . • • • ‘ • . S R 
、. . ：. 
' j , ^ ^ ^ H i , 
^ K . . . ::..: 
7 ^ X _^--^"^^^^'5000 
6 X _ ^ ^ - ^ ^ 4000 5 \ ^ 3000 4 N ^ ^_^-^C 2000 . , , , , -^"""^ ‘ 1000 No of clustes 3 。 
No of samples Figure 6.3: The overall model stability for different models. 6.2.5 Black-Scholes Pricing Formula Analysis 
A few examples will be used to illustrate the model stability of Black-Scholes 
pricing formula. Since the underlying model of the market data is unknown, the 
stability of the pricing formula can not be test. To evaluate the stability of the 
Black-Scholes Pricing Formula, artificial data is used. Three price series of a call 
option is generated by the models in Table 6.1. The price series generated by 
five models in Table 6.1. Model 1 generates a price series which is a multiple 
of a parameter. Model 2 generates a price series which is exponential. Model 3 
generates a price series which is a multiple of a paxameter with an exponential 
term. Model 4 generates a price series which is cyclical. Model 5 generates a price 
series which is cyclical with an exponential term. 
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Model Generating Functions 
1 ci = {SN{di) — Xe-r([t)AT(d2))0i + 02 
2 C2 = {SN{d,) - Xe-r(T-OiV(d2))e&(T-0 + 0^ 
3 C3 = {SN{di) - Xe-r(:-0AT(d2))&A(^0 + 0, 
1 C 4 = {SN{di) — X e - r ( r - " i V ( d 2 ) ) 0 8 + 0 9 s i n ( 0 i o ( T — t) + On) 
5 C5 = ((SN(d:) - Xe-'(^-')N(d2))012 + 013 sin(^14(T - t) + 6>i5))e^(T_0 + 017 
Table 6.1: Models for generating the price series 
And 
c = SN(dO - Xe-'(^-'^N(d2) 
N { d ) = 广 - ^ e - ^ d x 
J-oo v27T 
一 l n f + (r + Q .5a^ ) ( r - t ) 
山 = w r ^ t 
j l n f + ( r - 0 . 5 a 2 ) ( T - t ) 
d2 = . 
aVT^ 
will be used as our estimated model. The following matrices axe obtained by Eqn. 
(6.13), (6.14) 
The parameters estimated in each models are shown in Table 6.4 and the 
stability assessments are as shown Figure 6.4, 6.5, 6.6，6.7 and 6.8 for Model 1， 
Model 2, Model 3, Model 4 and Model 5 respectively. The quantity S^ is a measure 
of the "biased" variance of the model and it is given by Eqn. (6.15). While the 
quantity SF is the measurement of stability of the model and it is given by Eqn. 
(6.16). It is noticed that S^ and SF for Model 1，Model 2 and Model 3 axe small 
at all location. This means that if the call option prices is generated by Model 1， 
Model 2 and Model 3 in a noisy environment, the Black-Scholes pricing formula 
have a good ability to model the price series. But for the cases of Model 4 and 
Model 5，the quantity S^ and SF is very large. This means that if the call option 
prices is generating by Model 4 and Model 5 in a noisy environment, the Black-
Scholes pricing formula may not capture the model very well. The performance 
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Model Fe 
>*s. ^ ^ 
. & l ( " ( T - t ) . 1 :&^ 6(r-t) • 3 ^#(T-0(T-t) 
• 1 . 
广八 1 
c sin(0io(T-O + 6>i) 
9g(T-t)cos(9,o{T-t) + 9n) .^ cos(6lio(T-t)+0n) . 
• ^0ie(T-t) -
sin(0i4(T-t) + 0i5)e^i6(T-O 
0i3(T - t) cos{9u{T -1) + 6>i5)e^i6(T-t) 
0i3COS(MT_Wi5)e&eCr-t) (T 一 t){c9u + 013 sm{9u{T - t) + 6li5))e^^ (^^ " )^ J^  _^ 
Table 6.2: The first order gradient matrix 
of the Black-Scholes pricing formula may be good at some Os only. 
4 
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Model Parameters 
~l 9i 02 = 0.99 1.02 
2 _ 03 Oi . = ‘ -0.005 0.94 • 
3 ‘ 05 0e 07 " = [ 1.01 -0.006 0.87 ‘ 
4 08 Og 010 6n ] = [ 0.99 1.07 0.05 1.56 ‘ 
5 ‘ 9i2 0i3 Ou 0i5 016 017 = 1 1.05 0.05 1.5Q -0.003 0.7 
Table 6.4: Different models' parameters 
0.035 ~ I Th<| v » l � Qf p «t - iffcr,cnt l y c * t i y B . , � line 1 j 
0.03 - J 
0.026 - y-
a 0 .02 -
0.016 - N 
0.01 >VAjA AV • 
0.006 ——I——I——y^\t^^u.^^,_JL——I——I—— 0 20 40 60 80 ^ M ^ 120 140 160 180 200 
(a) a at different locations 
• T h e v>luc of ^ >t d i f ferent lc^>tiona , 丨 T h e value of A >t d i f fe rent locat ion* • 
l ine 1 line 1 
0.5 • _ 0.5 • -
/B 0 A 0 
“ -0.6 - - -0.6 - -
. 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I i I I • 
0 20 40 60 80 ^ ^ ^ 120 140 160 180 200 0 20 40 60 80 ^ ^ ^ 120 140 160 180 200 
(b) P at different locations (c) A at different locations 
g 5 I 1 Thc, Yftluy gf 釋老 %\ ,diffg^cnt I p C H t i y n � _ , 0 2 | T h e v>lu^ of ^ F > t d i f f e y e n t locatipn> 
Une 1 ‘ l ine 1 
3 - 2 0.18 - -2 . 6 - \ f - " 6 - w ^ 
„ 0.14 -
5 ? 2 . - SF / ‘ 0.12 - ‘ ^ -
u . f - o . i > W A W -
1 ^ " ^ / ^ - o.oa- V _ ^ -
0.6 1 1 i ^ ^ ' ' N . t ^ ^ ^ . w " ^ ^ _ _ A 1 1 0 06 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 20 40 60 80 ^ M ^ 120 140 160 180 200 0 20 40 60 80 ^ M ^ 120 140 160 180 200 
(d) Sl at different locations (e) SF at different locations 
Figure 6.4: Stability assessment of Model 1. 
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0.026 ~ I T>"i v^lu,c of a . t d i f fe ren t l o c . t i o n . , _ _ 
0.024 - U n “ 一 -
0 .022 - -
0 .02 • -
0.018 - , 
ii； A \ H 
。 ： w \ ： 
o.ooe -_rJ\^ V ^ ^ -
0.004 * ‘ “ ‘ ‘ « ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 
0 20 40 60 80 ^ 0 0 ^ 120 140 160 180 200 
(a) a at different locations 
0.03 I——• Th，vm^g Pf ^  *t i^ffcrpnt l?«“？M ,——^  _^,Thc,v>luy gf 令 >t |diffcpt \^ \^9U% , _ 
Une 1 l ine 1 
。 : \ N\ : :。： K t -
_ 6 -^AT \ - A “ � 7 1 / V v \ � . � ” V - " " \ / \ 0.006 - � - »-°8 • � \ • 0 I I I I I 1 I ^^ I • I Q ‘ ‘ ‘ I i I "^^ "^“^  1 • 
0 20 40 60 80 ^ 0 0 ^ 120 140 160 180 200 0 20 40 60 80 ^ 0 0 ^ 1 2 0 140 160 180 300 
(b)吕 at different locations (c) A at different locations 
2 Q I , Thg, YaIuy gf ^ g • t ,diffci;gnt lpC*t iym , ^ 6^  , T h e v>lup of ^ F >t diffeyent l o c a t i o n . … Une 1 l ine 1 2 4 _ 0.16 • 
3.3 _ -
I A h l m r " 
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(d) Sl at different locations (e) SF at different locations 
Figure 6.5: Stability assessment of Model 2. 
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‘ l ine 1 
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0 . 0 0 6 I ‘ ‘ ‘ “ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
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(a) a at different locations 
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l ine 1 l ine 1 
� . � K \ t^ ‘ … / 1 ‘ 
_ - J \ \ - "'-06- W \ A • 
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0.015 - J K - 1.5e-06 • H h / \ " 
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Figure 6.5: Stability assessment of Model 2. 
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In Chapter 1，we discussed the financial markets and the associated research 
topics. Investors are willing to pay numerous amount of time on finding a good 
way to predict the stock prices and/or market turning points. We also start with 
the ambitious goal of predicting the turning points using neural network approach. 
We find that using the CBF network gives relative good results for predicting the 
market tops and bottoms. But, can the results show that our system could be 
used for real trading? Absolutely not, most serious investors will not accept a 
trading system except that it can make money with high reliability. Since the 
process of generating the stock prices series is unknown and highly non-linear and 
most connectionist do not understand the meaning of the parameters in neural 
network models, we cannot evaluate the stability and reliability of our system in 
predicting the stock. It is well known that there are mainly six factors which will 
afFect the trend of the stock markets: 1) economic conditions, 2) political factors, 
3) exchange rate, 4) interest rate, 5) investors expectation and 6) the supply of 
currency. Economists know all these factors have effect on the market direction, 
but none can derive an analytical or even numerical relation between them. A 
neural network approach is a good starting point on modeling the stock market, 
the neural network will posses a great advancement if researchers find a good way 
to explain the parameters. In this chapter we discuss the contributions of this 
thesis and give out some interesting research topics for further investigation. 
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In Chapter 2, a literature survey of major problems and techniques was pre-
sented. Research topics in the financial market can be categorized into: 1) price 
prediction, 2) technical analysis, 3) market direction, 4) derivatives valuation, 5) 
asset valuation, 6) credit rating and 7) financial health assessment. The tech-
niques behind these applications may be approaches of multivariate statistics, 
expert system, neural networks, analytical derivation and technical analysis. 
In Chapter 3，a neural network called the Correlation Basis Function (CBF) 
network was proposed for market tops/bottoms detection. We gave the formula-
tion of the CBF network and the learning algorithm. 
In Chapter 4, we built a trading system using two CBF networks and a com-
bining network for detecting the market tops/bottoms. Data pre-processing and 
post-processing techniques were presented. How the traders interpret the output 
signal is described. The performance of our trading system is evaluated and we 
found our system is quite good compared to other existing trading systems. 
In Chapter 5，we introduced options and warrants. An analytical expression for 
valuation of options: the Black-Scholes pricing formula is presented. We discussed 
why the Black-Scholes pricing formula may be failed in some cases and hence a 
covered warrants CBF network valuation system is investigated by us. After 
finishing the valuation system, we started building a trading system based on 
the arbitrage theory: by selling the expensive assets and buying the inexpensive 
assets. Apart from building trading system by comparing the values of different 
warrants, we built a trading system based on the sensitivity of the warrants. By 
the sensitivity of warrants, it is possible to know which warrants of the same 
underlying stock will react most to the change in stock price. Hence, it is possible 
to earn extra profit by buying the warrants which will go up most. 
In Chapter 7, we evaluate different models with time and space complexities; 
model confidence, prediction confidence and model stability. We found that the 
Black-Scholes pricing formula is quite stable in noisy environment but this does 
not imply it fits the real data well. Given the model stability, people can determine 
whether a specific model is applicable to their applications. 
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7.1 Neural Network and Statistical Modeling 
Most of the concern from non-connectionists or non neural network researchers 
is the reliability, stability and confidence of the neural network model. Neural 
network will behave very well when the input data is in the learning set but what 
will happen if the input data is totally different from the learning set? In an 
analytical model, the error tolerance can be evaluated and people can determine 
whether the model is suitable for a particular application. But how about neural 
networks? If the researchers can build a neural network model which is having 
self-explanatory parameters, known stability formula and highly reliability, this 
neural network can be widely applied in different areas because of its learning 
capability. 
7.2 Financial Markets 
Although there is no strong evidence that we have built a trading system that 
can guarantee to make a profit, out-of-sample data testing using historical data 
shows our system out-performs other trading systems. Apart from the problem 
of prediction, there axe applications that can earn money for investors and finan-
cial institutions. First, a financial institution requires hedging on their financial 
products such as covered warrants. The company can go into a low risk state if 
the covered warrants are hedged by the underlying stocks. That is, it can earn 
the warrants premium safely if it has the same number of underlying stocks in 
hand. But is it the best way to earn the premium? Since the company has to 
use a lot of money to buy the underlying stock for a hedged position and there 
is opportunity cost, it is possible to find a low risk position but with less money. 
Freeing of money means other investments are possible. 
We conclude that building a financial application needs a scientific method. 
We use some experimental data to make hypotheses, build mathematical models 
(either analytical or non-parametric) and test it. If it is possible, test the system 
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with all possible input, however it is impossible in the cases of market price predic-
tion. For instances, our options/warrants valuation model and options/warrants 
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RBF Network Parameters 
Estimation 
In chapter 2，RBF network and the corresponding equations are introduced. But 
estimation of the parameters are not presented in details. Here details on the 
estimation of the network parameters are presented. 
A.1 Least Squares 
After estimation the values of m^ and Eg by some clustering algorithm, we can 
estimate wj. Given some observations or training set consists elements of input-
output pairs and the relation of input and output is 
k 
z = Y,Wjhj(x) j=i 
where x is a vector z is a scalar. For general case the output should be a vector 
but for simplicity, only the scalar case is considered. Given the training set 
r = {(xi,2/i)} for 1 < i < n 
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The objective of least square optimization is to minimize the sum-squared-error 
s = tiVi - / W ) 2 ( A . 1 ) t=i 
with respect to Wj. Differentiate Eqn. (A.1) w.r.t. Wj 
dS " . . . � ,a/(xQ ^ = 2 g ( / ( x . ) - . 0 ^ 
= 2 E ( / W - 2 / i ) ^ W (A.2) i=l 
Equating Eqn. (A.2) to zero 
n n 
E / (x i )^ (x i ) = J2yMxi) for 1 < j < k »=i t=i 
/il(Xl) h 1 { x 2 ) … h i { X n ) /(Xi) Wi 
. , „ h2{^l) h 2 { x 2 ) … � ( X „ ) /(x2) W2 � Let ii. = ’ I = , w = and 
• • • • ‘ 嚳 ^ • 
• • • • • 量 • • • • • • 
^fc(Xl) h k { x 2 ) … h k { X n ) /(X„) Wk • J L J L • 
2/1 
2/2 ,^ y = ，then 
.y^ . 
Hf = H y 
H t f w = H y 
w = ( H H ” - : H y (A.3) 
The weight wj can be obtained by solving Eqn. (A.3). 
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A.2 Gradient Descent Algorithm 
The RBF network can be trained by back-propagation algorithm. Given a sum-
squared error function 
S = f > - /(Xi))2 (A.4) 
i=l 
where 
f ( X i ) = ^t/;j.e-hx<-m,)tE)7i(x<-mj-) 
J=1 
Differentiate Eqn. (A.4) w.r.t. Wj 
S = , ( / 问 - % ) 脊 
==2f:(/(xi)i)~(x0 
S = 1 ( / ( ^ ^ ) - ) ¾ ^ 
=2E(yi-/(xi))/(xi)E7i(xi-m,) 
i=l 
then the parameters can be updated by the following update rule 
< ^ = < � � 
m r = mf + 7 m ^ 
T = E ( 1 - 7 s ) E f + 7s(x, - m,)(x, - m,0^ 
X = 1 
where jy；, 7m, 7s are the learning rate of updating different parameters. 
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Further study on Black-Scholes 
Model 
To estimate the intrinsic value of a warrant, the Black-Scholes pricing formula 
introduced in Chapter 5 can be used. And the sensitivity of a warrant can be 
expressed as the ratio of change in warrant price to change in stock price. 
j ^ y ^ 
滋 - 而 
where 
ct = StN{di) - Xe-r(r-t)AT(d2) (B.1) 
and 
_ = r 4=e-^ dx 
j-oo y/2n 
.一 ln( | ) + (r + 0 .5a^)(r-0 Ol — ： 
ayfr^t 
d2 = di - ay/T-t 
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Differentiate Eqn. (B.1) w.r.t. S and rearrange which yields 
Ac = DELTAAS + ^GAMMA{ASf + VEGAAa + RHOAr + THETAAt 
(B.2) 
where 
dc DELTA = — = N{di) 
™ = - • 广 驅 - 一 稱 
加 VEGA = ^ = SVr^tN'{di) 
f)r RHO = g = X(T-i)e-r(T-t)AT(d2) 
n.^,^,, dDELTA d^c N'(di) • M A = _ ^ = 际 = ^ ^ 
• ) = w/^ 
DELTA is the derivative of the call option price with respect to the price 
change in the stock. DELTA is the measurement of the sensitivity of the option's 
price to the changes of the stock prices. 
THETA is the measurement of how the option's price change as time passed 
by. THETA is negative. 
VEGA measures the sensitivity of the option price as the volatility of the 
stock changes. VEGA is an important factor to determine the option prices. 
If the volatility of the stock remains high, the associate warrants will be more 
expensive. 
RHO measures the change of option's price di^e to the change of interest rate. 
RHO is always positive in call option and warrant cases. 
GAMMA measures how DELTA changes with the stock price change. 
For estimation of the parameters in Eqn. (B.2), A5, Aa, Ar and At should be 
collected from the raw data. And the following gives details on how we obtained 
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the data. 
A 5 = St - St-i 
Aa = at 一 at_i 
Ar = Tt - Tt-i 
At ^ 丄 250 
Risk free interest rate r does not change frequently, so we assume Ar = 0. 
There are approximately 250 trading days in a year and At is approximated by 
^ . Eqn. (B.2) is simplified into: 
1 T ff fPT A Ac ^ DELTAAS + -GAMMA{ASf + VEGAAa + ^>=^ 2 250 
(B.3) 
DELTA, GAMMA, VEGA, THETA can be estimated by multiple regres-
sion. After estimating these parameters, if AS is known and A a is estimated, 
the expected change in warrant price Ac is known. We also know the actual Ac, 
a warrant which is overreacted or underreacted is determined by 
f 
> 0 rise too little/drop too much 
^Cestimated 一 AcVeo/ ‘ = 0 normaI respons6 
< 0 rise too much/drop too little 
Based on these information, a new trading system can be developed. 
This linear model derived from the Black-Scholes model of the warrants has 
some advantages over the Black-Scholes model. 
• The computational time of the linear model is much less than the Black-
Scholes model. 
• It is easy to implement the linear model. 
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But there are also some disadvantages: 
• The linear model assume DELTA, GAMMA, VEGA, THETA will not 
change with time but actually these parameters change as the fundamentail 
factors of the stock change. 
• This linear model cannot remember any information in the past. It only 
knows whether the warrant is overreacted or underreacted to the change in 
stock price but it does not remember a warrant is overreacted or underre-
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